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CHAPTER I 

PURPOSE OP THESIS 

Since more consideration should be given to teaching 

the student to understand a good many things rather than to 
1 

collect facts and remember them f Instruments of evaluation 

that en^loy the application of generalisations to the 

solution of problems are more In keeping with the newer 

concepts of education than problems or tests that require 

only recall of facts. It Is the aim of this thesis to 

develop an Instrument that calls for application of under

standing rather than knowledge of facts. The specific 

purpose is to develop an Instrument of evaluation that will 

determine with some accuracy the ability of students In 

freshman clothing to apply generall2?atlons or the principles 

of planning a coordinated wardrobe, that is, one adequate 

for the occasions common to campus life and harmonious in 

line, color, and texture and becoming to the person for 

ifelch the wardrobe is planned^ 

"Evaluation as the term is used today means more 

than testing* It involves selecting and/or preparing and 

using Instruments of measurement, studying the evidence 

collected to find out what has or has not been learned, and 

1 
Raleigh Schorllng, Student Teaching* New York: 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1940* p* 196« 



determining both the procedures that have been effective in 

promoting learning and the nature and causes of dlfflcul-

ties*" Evaluation Is the process of obtaining evidence 

to show whether changes are taking place and to what ex

tent within Individuals as an effect of the educational 

process* 

"Broadly speaking, measurement Is a term used to 

represent any sort of comparlann reported In as me numerical 

fashion* According to this definition, all measurements 

Involve two somewhat Independent processes? first, a Judg

ment of fact; and, second, a mathematical procedure, called 

scaling, which attaches a nixmber, called a score, to the 
«3 

results of the coarparlson*" 

It is of great Importance that the evaluation In

strument measure not only that which it purports to measure 

but also the extent that the students are attaining the 

objectives set up for that course or unit* The instrument 

must be comprehensive enough to be fair to the student and 

to cover the area of learning as far as is possible. Inves

tigators In the past often found that, "when only one or two 

aspects of capacity or achievement were measured, these were 

^Ivol Spafford, Fundamentals in Teaching Home Eco
nomics. New York? John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1942* p* S* 

Edward B» Greene, Measurements of Human Behavior. 
New Yorkt Odyssey Press, 1941. p. 4* 



the lass lisportant rather than the more Important aspects* 

Moreover, teachers tended to attach undue Importance to the 

students* ability to reproduce memorized factual Information 

and to give too little consideration to their ability to use 

what they were learning, either because It was easy to mea

sure knowledge of facts and more difficult to measure under

standing and the ability to apply them or because teachers 

were not aware of the lack of relationship irtilch may exist 

between the ability to regurgitate facts and the ability 

•.4 

to utilize them*" In preparing the tests to be used In 

connection with the wardrobe unit an attempt was made to 

use only problems that required thinking and use of fund

amental principles rather than mere recall of facts* 

Many schools and colleges fall to recognize the many 

reasons for developing good evaluation programs matoly because 

they are not equipped with satisfactory techniques and ade

quate knowledge to Interprete the results* There Is much 

value to be obtained by having and using a good evaluation 

program. Brown says that evaluation can be used to serve 

a number of purposes? 
1» To improve instruction so that learning may 

be more effective* 
2. To enable schools to measure their educational 

efficiency and to discover what changes need to be made 

3 
Clara M* Brown, Evaluation and Investigation In Home 

Economics. New Yorkt F. S. Crofts & Co*, 1941* p* 9* 
5" 
Ibid., p* 13* 
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In curriculum content and methods of teaching* 
3* To furnish students and their parents with 

Information regarding their achievement In the light 
of their abilities smd aptitudes* 

4« To provide a basis for guidance—personal, 
educational and vocational* 

5* To furnish Information to higher institutions 
of learning regarding the capacity and achievements of 
students who desire to attend them* 

6* To furnish Information to prospective employ
ers regarding candidates for Jobs* 

7* To provide tools for educational research* 
8* To enable schools to demonstrate idiat they 

are accomplishing In order to Justify their demands 

for adequate financlsuL support* 

In preparing or choosing an Instrument of evaluation 

care must be made to see that It meets certain qualifica

tions to be sure that It measures consistently that which 
6 

It purports to measure* Hatcher and Andrews set up 
crlterlalfor good evaluations 

1* The evaluation should be In terms of defi
nite goals* 

2* The evaluation should be a part of total 
learning processes. 

3* The type of evaluation Instrument may vary 
with the goal* 

4* Any evaluation Instrument should possess 
certain characteristicst 

a. It should be made In terms of the goal 
and should test the ability to do as well as 
the knowledge of what to do* 

b. It should eliminate personal Judgment 
In scoring as far as possible* 

c* It should give clear and adequate 
directions* 

d* It should be adapted to the correct 
student level* 

e. It should be as easy to score as the 
type of Instrument will permit* 

Hazel M* Hatcher and Mildred E* Andrews, The Teach« 
ing of Homemaklng* New York: Houghton Mifflin Co*, 1945. 
pp* 53", 75* 



5* In so far as possible evaluation should be 
a continuous process so that pupils will know 
their initial position in reference to the goal, 
their position at successive stages, and their 
ultimate success or failure In attaining the 
goal* 

Since good evaluation is of Importacxce in deter

mining the real abilities of students better Instruments 

for evaluating the ability of students to plan an adequate 

and coordinated wardrobe are needed* Tests that employ the 

use of recall of facts, or even the statement of principles 

used In planning a wardrobe, do not actually test the 

ability of a student to plan or recognize a good ward

robe or measure the achievement of the student toward the 

goals or objectives of the unit* 

In an effort to achieve a better instrument for 

evaluation of students' ability in wardrobe planning this 

investigator has prepared a test in two forms both of which 

consist of problems "which are Intended to yield an under

standing of the knowledge that is being acquired"*̂  as well 

as the ability to apply it, and this thesis records her 

methods and results* These forms are a part of a larger 
q 

test which Is being developed by Mrs* Lila A* Kinchen to 

evaluate the first college course in clothing and textiles 

7 
W* H* Lancelot, Permanent Learnlnf̂ * New Yorkt 

John Wiley aad Sons, 1944* p* 146* 
8 
Lila A* Kinchen, Assistant Professor of Clothing 

and Textiles at Texas Technological College* 



at Texas Technological College. Her test covers all units 

in that course and is being developed in equivalent forms 

in order to provide for pretesting as well .as for retesting. 

As a result of scores made on this pretest during the past 

year, two students were permitted to enroll in a more ad

vanced course, seemingly with profit to themselves and to 

their class. A pretesting program should make possible the 

elimination of repetition for such well-trained, capable 

students and at the same time provide a more adequate 

measuring device for student progress. 

Chapter II deals with the history of previous related 

works. Chapter III contains a description of the methods 

of procedure involved in making the two test forms, A and 

B, and the administration of the test, scoring and checking 

validity and reliability. Chapter IV describes the findings 

and conclusions. Chapter V is a summary of the study with 

recommendations for use of revised tests. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS RELATED WORKS 

During the past four years increased interest in 

evaluation for the field of textiles and clothing has been 

exhibited. However, only three significant contributions 

have been found by this investigator. 

I. The need for curriculum study by textiles and 

clothing teachers in colleges in order to adjust to post

war conditions was expressed by college administrators, 

through the Committee on Instruction, at the meeting of the 

Home Economics Section of the Land Grant College Association 

in February, 1944. To give college teachers in the field of 

textiles and clothing an opportunity to do this. Miss Beulah 

Coon of the United States Office of Education was asked to 

plan a working conference for them. In May, 1944 a confer

ence for the central region met in Chicago and decided to 

work as a part of the Textiles and Clothing Division of the 

American Home Economics Association, It is known as the 

Conference of College Teachers of Textiles and Clothing, 
9 

Central Region. With the assistance of Miss Coon like 

regional groups in eastern and western parts of the country 

were organized. 

^Proceedings, Conference of College Teachers of 
Textiles and Clothing, Central Region, Chicago, Illinois. 
May 18-21, 19:44; November 23-26,19»45; October 3-5, 1947 
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The Planning Committee for the central area met in 

St. Louis in April, 1945> and suggested that all conference 

members work on evaluation at the fall meeting of the group. 

In November, 1945, when the second meeting of the central 

region was held, the discussion and study were concentrated 

on evaluation in textiles and clothing. Dr. Ralph Tyler of 

the University of Chicago, with the help of four consul

tants from the field of home economics, led discussion 

groups on different aspects of evaluation. Since it was 

believed that a continued study on evaluation would be pro

fitable, groups were formed on the basis of subject matter 

in clothing courses. 

In October, 1947 a third meeting of college teachers 

of textiles and clothing in the central region was held in 

Chicago. Dr. Tyler and Dr. Benjamin S. Bloom of the Univer

sity of Chicago led discussions, and Dr. Ethel Parker of the 

University of Kentucky and Miss Coon served as consultants. 

"Types of objectives important for college clothing courses 

were discussed by Dr. Bloom, who also listed methods of 

evaluation, such as sampling of behavior, defining of objec

tives in terms of behavior, sampling procedures for situa

tions useful for gathering evidence, situations put in terms 

of a test, and the interpretation of the test results," ^^ 

^%^ary Guthrie, "A Central Region Corference", 
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The October, 1948 conference was planned to feature progress 

reports, validation of evaluation devices, and application 

of methods of evaluation to revision of curricula. The 

group saw the needs of a national project in which the work 

of this central region could be coordinated with that of the 

eastern and western regions and with the national committee 

on evaluation sponsored by the American Home Economics 

Association. 

The work of one committee in this central region 

group has undertaken the study of problems and methods hav

ing to do with wardrobe coordination. It is partly as an 

outgrowth of the work of this committee, of which Mrs. Lila 

A, Kinchen, Assistant Professor of Clothing and Textiles at 

Texas Technological College is a member, that attention in 

this college has been directed toward the development of a 

more adequate instrument for the evaluation of wardrobe 

coordination. 

Therefore, the need for evaluation instruments has 

been realized by college teachers in the field of textiles 

and clothing, and the interest stimulated by home economists 

of the Association of Land Grant Colleges and other organi

zations assure action in meeting this need. 

II. Simultaneously the Committee on Measurement and 

Guidance of the American Council on Education proposed to 

the American Home Economics Association that the two work 
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t.ogetfher on evaluation of various areas of home economics. 

Th)?,ee non-profiting agencies organized to develop more 

effective examinations are: American Council on Education, 

College Entrance Examination Board, and the Carnegie Founda-

tipn for Advancement of Teaching. From the membership of 

the college clothing teachers representing various sections 

and types of colleges, steering committees and sub-committees 

were formed to study and plan for this huge problem of evalu

ation. Pencil and paper tests are being developed and sent 

out into the field for study by the Cooperative Test Divi

sion of the Educational Testing Service. This is a non-

profiting agency sponsored by the American Council on "S 

Education and is made up of educators interested in pro

moting evaluation techniques. It is working to formulate 

some devices for measuring achievement In all areas of 

education* The textiles and clothing divisions of various 

colleges from all over the country are cooperating with 

this organization in collecting experimental data. Several 

tests that have been developed are being used for experi

mental purnoses. It is hoped that within several years 

these testing devices will be available to various teaching 

groups. In order that students may be tested before and 

after instruction these tests are to appear in two or more 

forms. However, at present these preliminary tests are 

general in nature and emphasize more a knowledge of facts 
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•W|^*? *® reason, and are not yet available for use 

Ijll e#JLla|;^a. 

III. Tke Department of Clothing and Textiles at Texas 

•̂elmô LpgleaJL College had evolved numerous tests over many 

pliasaf ®f elothlng and textiles, but few objective tests In 

na^drebe planning. This deficiency was due to the fact that 

In jUiis epllege costume design is not taught In this depart

ment but in the Department of Applied Arts, and then it Is 

not offered until the jipphomore year. The entire Home Eco-

noales faculty cooperated In 1944^45 to study objectives 

and revise tj^different curricula for home economics majors. 

jits a result It was decided to Incorporate a short unit on 

wardrobe planning In the first course required of all 

freshman home economics majors, Clothing 132, Basic Clothing 

Problems. Due to shortage of staff, rooms and equipment, 

schedule problems demanded that some students take the basic 

design course before, after or parallel with the basic 

clothing course. In this set-up Basic Textiles (Clothing 131) 

was designated as a sophomore required course, but for the 

same reasons above, a few students are found taking Basic 

Textiles before, after or parallel with the basic clothing 

course. In all this curriculum planning, all members of 

the faculty were aware of the fact that a large percentage 

of students never go beyond the freshman year, hence the 

attempt In a very short unit to aid students to obtain and 
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Sffly %hm basie principles governing wardrobe planning wltli 

or witlievt the banefIt '«t art or textile courses. 

Tests had been developed over the areas easier to 

•TalnatSy but not until Mrs. Kinchen attempted to develop 

an instrument of evaluation over all the units In the course 

Clothing 132, was It realized that the unit on wardrobe 

planning was visibly weak. Miss Mabel D. Erwln, Head of the 

Department of Clothing and Textiles, suggested certain areas 

whleh needed strengthening, and this Investigator chose the 

unit on wardrobe planning. An additional Incentive was the 

fact that Mrs Kinchen is a member of the committee on 

Wardrobe Coordination in the Conference of College Teachers 

of Textiles and Clothing, Central Region. 

113 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD OP PROCEDURE 

Since it la Iniportant that instruction be appraised 

on the basis of educational objectives, evaluation Instru

ments that are both valid and reliable must be selected or 
11 

developed* The steps of procedure In developing good 

evaluation instruments listed by Tyler^^ and widely 

accepted by leading Investigators In the field of evalua

tion arer 

!• PoiTOulate the objectives* 

2. Clarify the objectives* 

5. Collect test situations* 

4. Record the behavior* 

5* Evaluate the behavior* 

The present investigator used these steps as a 

basis for developing a suitable Instrument for evaluating 

the ability of students to apply generalizations In planning 

a coordinated wardrobe and planned her procedure as folows: 

I* To assemble the general objectives of the 

Department of Clothing and Textiles, Texas Technological 

n 
A* S* Barr, William H. Burton, Leo J. Brueckner, 

Supervision* New Torkr D* Appleton-Century Co*, Tnc*, 1947* 
p* 207* 

12 
R* W* Tyler, Constructing Achievements Tests* 

Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University Press, 1934. pp. 4-14. 
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College, then the objectives for the course under consider

ation. Clothing 132* 

II* To select the specific objectives having to do 

with the unit. Wardrobe Planning, and express them in terms 

of student behavior and as principlei^ the development of 

which and application of which were Inherent to the obtain

ing of the objectives. 

Ill* To develop a test in two forms after considering 

previously made tests and giving a subjective pretest* 

IV* To administer the test to students In the begin

ning clothing course. Clothing 132* 

V* To score the tests in order to compute the 

correlation coefficient for reliability* 

VI* To summarize and make recommendations for revision 

and further use of the tests* 

STEP I* The investigator first became familiar with 

the course by studying the catalogue and syllabus for the 

course as well as Its objectives* 

The general objectives. Chart I, Appendix, of the 

Department of Clothing and Textiles at Texas Technological 

College were developed and approved by various staff members 

over the years under the leadership of Miss Mabel D* Erwln, 

Professor and Head of the Department of Clothing and Tex-

Tiles. The specific objectives for the course. Clothing 

132, Basic Clothing Problems, were similarly developed and 

furnished the Investigator, Chart II, Appendix* 
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In order for the reader to better understand the 

procedure, the Syllabus for Clothing 132 Is lnc3.uded. 

Chart III, Appendix. The Investigator Increased her own 

understanding of the goals (and methods of gaining them) 

as a graduate teaching assistant in charge of two sections 

of Clothing 132, Spring Semester, 1948. 

STEP II. The investigator selected from "Goals of 

College Teachers In Textiles and Clothing* adopted at the 

Conference of College Teachers of Textiles and Clothing, 

Central Region, Chicago, Illinois, May, 1944, the ones 

which seemed pertinent and possible of attainment In a 

short unit on wardrobe planning. Chart IV, Appendix. These 

were approved by the rest of the staff, seven in number* 

The investigator then made a study of the textbooks 

commonly used In colleges that had discussions relating to 

the subject of wardrobe planning in order to translate the 

specific objectives Into terms of student behavior and of 

basic principles* The books examined are given In Chart V, 

Appendix. 

In general, coordination is "combination In suitable 

relation or so as to give harmonious resultsr functioning 

of parts in cooperation and normal sequence."13 In wardrobe 

IS 
WebsterVs New International Dictionary of the 

English Language, Springfield, Mass.t 6 & d MerrTam Co., 
1937* p. 586* 
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planning, coordination Is based on harmony in Its many 

aspects—-harmony of ideas, colors, textures, lines, scale, 

and cost* Not only does the well-coordinated wardrobe for 

the average college girl Include garments suitable to the 

occasions typical of the campus life of her school, but the 

entire wardrobe is planned around a basic color scheme and 

with more likes than dislikes in line and texture so that 

there can be a harmonious Interplay of garments and acces

sories to extend the usefulness and function of the wardrobe 

as well as to add variety* 

The well-coordinated wardrobe is capable of numerous 

combinations that give harmonious results. A wardrobe that 

contains well-coordinated ensembles which are pleasing and 

hannonlous In themselves may completely lack coordination 

in that there Is no relationship between the parts of one 

ensemble with those of another. 

In meeting the wardrobe needs of the average college 

14 girl, the "Basic Seven" Is used as a guide and nucleus for 

planning her wardrobe. Only outer garments are considered 

In this fundamental list: Coat, dressmaker type suit, basic 

dark dress, casual shirt-waist type dress, separate skirt 

with blouses and separate jacket or short coat, casual spec

tator sport dress In pastel or white, and formal or seml-

Ti 
Mabel D. Erwln, Clothing For Moderns. New York: 

£ Macmillan Co*, 1948* Chapter III. 
r 
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formal dress* Besides underwear and basic accessories of 

shoes, bag, hat and gloves, minor accessories are recommend' 

ed to relieve monotony and to tie the basic articles 

together* 

Prom these ideas the investigator and Miss Erwln 

attenqpted to develop a summary of the generalizations and 

precepts commonly accepted (as by the faculty above) as 

fundamental for a proper understanding in solving wardrobe 

problems. They were further reduced Into the 27 basic 

principles. Chart VI, Appendix* 

A precept la a working rule or law? a generalization 

is a conclusion or Judgment resulting from reducing an 

Indefinite number of cases to a similar or single problem;-

a principle is a little more definite than a generalization 

and goes further than a rule, law or precept In that it 

gives the reason or cause for the rule. A principle may be 

defined as a fundamental truth which has wide application, 

which has a cause and effect relationship clearly stated or 

obviously ixaplled, from which other principles may be 

derived, and the following of which yields consistent, 

certain results* 

Students remember better If they discover the prin

ciples in true to life situations;- hence principles should 
15 

not be given as such to a class* After students have 

15 
W* H. Lancelot, Handbook of Teaching Skills. 

New York: Jojpi Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1929. pp. 27, 29. 
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generalized in their own words their experiences and have 

arrived at generalizations or principles copies of condensed 

principles may be given to them by the teacher. Hence, dur

ing the wardrobe planning unit many costumes, ensembles and 

wardrobes are examined for different persons and occasions. 

At this time the class enters into discussion and 

solving of problems until all students seem to understnad 

and agree to the basic principles. The problems used In 

discussion are someirtiat like those in the tests* Thus, It 

is seen that evaluation procedures comlngle with teaching 

methods, but that the Instructor must have In mind, before 

beginning a unit, the nature of the final evaluation of the 

unit and the principles or standards or generalizations 

i^lch the evaluation procedure la to measure* 

The development of an agreement on the basic prin

ciples by all Instructors concerned must precede any 

attes^t to develop a sane program of evaluation* The 

resulting 27 principles could be reworded more effectively 

and probably will be so revised after the results of the 

present test are thoroughly explored* These principles. 

Chart VI, Appendix, were then checked against the ones 

needed to answer the questions In the Form A and Form B of 

the wardrobe unit tests* More principles were set up than 

were actually used In the tests, and the need for several 

more principles was found* The additional principles needed 
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were those governing the combination of c61ors and the 

selection of color In relation to the wearer and to the 

occasion* 

Development of the understanding of the principles 

of wardrobe planning as well as development of the ability 

to plan satisfactory wardrobes and to recognize coordinated 

and appropriate ensembles were the outstanding goals for 

this unit* There were other objectives which were possibly 

attained, but since the unit came at the very end of the 

semester and was quite short, evaluation of learning was 

concentrated on an understanding of the generalizations and 

principles concerned with planning a coordinated wardrobe* 

STEP III* In developing a suitable Instrument for 

evaluating students' ability to apply generalizations and 

principles in planning a coordinated wardrobe the investi

gator followed this proceduret studied pretest given at 

beginning of semester; prepared subjective pretest given at 

beginning of unit; developed Form A of wardrobe unit test? 

developed Form B of wardrobe unit test* 

A pretest over the entire course. Clothing 132, was 

prepared by Mrs. Lila A. Kinchen and given to the 62 students 

taking this course at the beginning of the spring semester, 

1948, to determine the learning experiences that were 

needed the most by the greatest number of students; to 

collect data in terms of student expression to be used In 

formulating future test problems; to determine the deslra-
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blllty of these forms as a means for predicting the 

achievement of these students In the basic clothing course; 

and to use with the results of the final test in measuring 

the extent of achievement. 

This test consisted of 205 objective questions of 

which 20, Chart VII, Appendix, had to do with wardrobe plan

ning. The first 185 questions covered the units on the 

sewing machine and on construction. Of those questions on 

the wardrobe, the first two questions dealt with the amount 

of Income to be allowed for clothing for the family and for 

the college freshman. The remainder of the questions in 

this group consisted of groups of illustrations of various 

Items of clothing from which the students were to make a 

single choice for a girl shown in a colored photograph. 

Five choices were possible from each group of four lllustra-̂  

tlons, the fifth choice being the alternative of not choos

ing any from the group. 

The illustrations were mounted on sheets of construc

tion paper and numbered In sequence with the remainder of 

the test. Each choice was numbered one through four. The 

students were furnished with answer sheets on which to re

cord their answers. 

The results of this test showed a need for better 

understanding of budgeting. In planning for the family and 

for the Individual. The greatest lack of ability among the 
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62 girls who took the test was in balancing the wardrobe 

of a college fl»eshman and in coordination based on harmony 

of color, texture, line, and Idea* The tests also pointed 

out a need for greater understanding of the principles 

underlying the selection of appropriate styles of accessor

ies for various occasions* 

Of the 20 questions on wardrobe planning only four, 

188, 190, 196, and 198, were answered correctly by more 

than one-half of the students. Thirty-one of the 62 students 

saw the need for more anklets, question 199, but only 23 

realized that Diane did not need another blouse, question 

193. In selecting sleeping garments the majority of stu

dents failed to chose the most desirable from the stand

point of practical use and cost* Only 20 saw the need for 

another pair of pajamas with an extra short coat that could 

also be used with her other pajamas, thus eliminating the 

need for a robe, questions 194 and 195. Fifty-four out of 

62 chose the robe that should have been omitted because it 

was too expensive for Diane's budget. 

In planning the wisest use of Diane's allowance for 

clothing, only seven out of 62 recognized that Diane could 

not afford another suit, question 189, and only nine 

realized that she could not have another bag, question 204. 

Less than one-third of the students saw that Diane could not 

afford another pair of gloves nor the short coat, question 
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201, while only ten realized that on her limited budget she 

could not have either a bed Jacket, rayon pajamas, more 

cotton pajamas, or a sport Jacket, question 197* 

In choosing a dress for school, question 191, only 

17 selected the most versatile, and only slightly more than 

one-third chose the best all around skirt, question 192* 

Less than one-third chose the shoei% question 202, that 

would give Diane the most service since she could have only 

one pair of shoes to wear with school clothes and blue 

Jeans. When the students were confronted with the ques

tion, 203, of dress shoes, only nine realized that since 

Diane could have only one pair of dress shoes they must be 

suitable for suit wear as well as for dressy occasions. 

Only seven chose a hat, question 200, in harmony with 

Diane's wardrobe and activities* 

The question, 205, on the selection of a scarf 

Included two with suitable designs, one of which was more 

practical than the other. Only nineteen chose the most 

practical scarf with the best design. 

Considering the results of the pretest and the objec

tives already set up, the Investigator listed specific 

objectives in terms of student behavior. Chart VIII, Appen

dix. 

Another pretest In essay form. Chart DC, Appendix, 

was given to the students In Clothing 132 Just prior to the 
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assignment on the wardrobe unit In an effort to collect 

reasons in the words of students for use in preparing the 

equivalent test forms to be used at the end of the unit* 

This test consisted of twenty questions with two or three 

Illustrations per question. One selection was to be made 

from each set of illustrations in building a wardrobe for 

the average college freshman* All colors used were suitable 

for the average girl, but it was possible to use only one as 

a basic color. Brown was the only color that could be used 

as the basic color in order to obtain the most harmonious 

results since no other color could be carried through the 

entire wardrobe from the illustrations given* 

Seven questions were baaed on the "Basic Seven" plus 

two on blouses and sweaters. Seven more were on the selec

tion of major accessories (school shoes, dress shoes, third 

pair of shoes, spring and fall hats, bags, and gloves)* One 

question each on houseshoes and housecoats suitable for use 

In the dormitory and two on cotton dresses rounded out the 

wardrobe* There were no questions on lingerie or sleeping 

apparel* 

After making their selections, the students wrote 

three reasons for each selection. They then gave reasons 

for rejecting the other possible choices. Very few girls 

were able to choose the best illustrations, and still fewer 

were able to give concrete reasons. The papers turned in 
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^1® ®^ Uttie value in preparing the other tests; however, 

this pretest did serve as an introductory problem and for 

discussion after study for the unit began. It certainly 

indicated a need for the unit on wardrobe planning and a 

need for experiences in self expression. (Objectives 1, 5, 

and 12, Chart I.) 

The Investigator set about developing a Form A and a 

Form B test by using the ideas from Mrs. Kinchen's pretest, 
by 

from the investigator's subjective test an<!iy,̂ checking them 

against the 27 wardrobe principles. 

The plan most used In establishing well-standardized 

tests is the making of two* or more equivalent forms of a 

test and giving at least two forms to the same students and 

then correlating these scores. It is necessary that the two 

sets be made as nearly equivalent as possible. "Equivalence 

is said to exist when the two a"&"erages, the two sigmas, and 

the two reliabilities and validities are the same."^^ When 

two or more forms of a test yield the same score for each 

individual, the test is perfectly reliable. It is difficult 

to build a test that gives perfect results since the 

variability of the persons affects the reliability of the 

test. 

/^ 

Ing 
l^Henry Daniel Rinsland, Constructing Tests and Grad-

. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.iii 1937. PP. 15,"5^1. 
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Brown says that perhaps because tests have not been 

widely available In equivalent forms home economics teachers 

have not fully recognized the value of having such tests so 

that one form may be used as a pretest and the other as a 

retest. However, many home economics teachers practice pre

testing as well as retesting after Instruction, but the 

Information collected in the pretest is used chiefly for 

planning the work of the unit covered by the test and the 

results QLre seldom used to determine the relative progress 

of different students by comparing the retest scores with 

the scores of the pretest* 

In selecting questions for the wardrobe test, problems 

that are true to life for the average college girl were 

chosen* An effort was made to prepare problems that require 

an understanding of the knowledge rather than Just the 
18 

ability to quote facts learned* Dr* W. H. Lancelot 

describes such problems as being those that consist of 

"why" questions that ask for causes or reasons. In fojTm-

ulatlng the wardrobe test questions, over half of the 

questions called for the application of principles or 

generalizations In selecting the best possible choice, and 

17 
Brown, op.clt., pp. 16, 163 

18 
W* H. Lancelot, Permanent Learning. New Yorkr 

John Wiley and Sons, 1944"; p. 146. 
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the r#maining questions asked for reasons for making 

tlieso selections. 

An objective form, multiple choice was selected as 

"Hi© best form for the test. Rinslandi9 gays that "since 

objectivity is the chief factor contributing to the relia

bility of measuring instruments, the objective test is more 

|eliable than the subjective test". In the hands of 

eompetont users an objective measuring instrimient yields 

similar or identical scores. There are numerous factors 

affecting reliability, but objectivity is the chief factor 

contributing to the reliability; therefore, objective exam

inations are considered more reliable than subjective exam-

20 

inations. According to Rinsland reliability is described 

as the "consistency of the score or the accuracy with which 

a test measures what It does measure, not what it claims or 

purports to measure". 

Another reason for selecting an objective form test 

is that it can be scored, and scores are necessary in com

puting the correlation of reliability. Scoring is simple 

in that it is merely counting the right or wrong answers. 

Time saved by the rapidity with which an objective test can 

be scored may well be placed on the construction of the 

-^^iinsland, op. cit., pp. 15, 301. 

^^Ibid., p. 302. 
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•osti, Otnoo a good objective test usually takes more time 

to^build than a subjective form. Scoring of the objective 

ttsts may be done by a less skilled person or on the Inter-

ttstional Business Machine for scoring tests. 

Due to the nattire of the subject matter being tested, 

subjective judgment enters into the selection of questions 
21 and into the construction of the key. In order to make a 

test as objective as possible considerable time is necessary 

in selecting and building the questions and In making the 

Isf. 

'̂̂  Rlnsland^^ defines the multiple choice type test as: 

\' . w ^ an objective form in which a statement or 
question is given with more thanttwo completions, 

I ^ choices, or answers, only one of which is correct. 
f When the ItBrn is in the form of a statement, the 
\ different completions of the statement usually 

come at the end of the statement, although the 
different completion statements or words may be 
anywhere in the sentence. The whole item when 
correct must make complete sense and be correct in 
its information. 

He goes on to say that although one correct choice is usually 

placed with several incorrect choices, it is also possible 

to have a n\imber of correct forms and only one incorrect 

form. 

While the above method was used as a general prln-

^rown, ̂ . cit., p. 36. 

^^insland, o^. cit.. p. 18. 
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•4pl.iSeiB«:̂ fl̂ astructing the choices on the wardrobe test, 

lo»ft A, in listing the reasons for the selections, however, 

it soomed necessary to have more than one eoripiê t answer 

since in MKSXJ easest*there was more than one principle invol-

fed in the selection. All five ehoicos wore made to seom 

plausibleiso that no correction for guessing was felt to be 

necoosary. 

Validity, easy to define but very difficult to* ' : 

establish and prove, is the first Important fact about any 

tost. When a test measures exactly what it aims or purports 

to measure it is said to be perfectly valid. Checking the 

validity of achievement tests isvusually fairly simple and 

may be secured by careful study of the content of the course. 

When validity is based upon the pooled opinion of the teach

ers their educational philosophy and objectives enter into 

their judgment of a test. In addition to opinions of the 

teachers the opinions of recognized authorities may be used 
23 

to check the validity of a test. 

! Since validity is affected by the amount and nature 

of sampling, a test should adequately sample the curricula 

studied by the persons whom the test intends to measure and 

cover all the outcomes and objectives of the course. In 

addition to having an adequate sampling of material covered 

^^Ibid., pp. 288-289, 294. 
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in tifo oourse, a test should be of sufficient length and 

contain IWiough questions so that the brightest and the 
• ; ; ; • • • * * * . • • , • • • , - - -

dnllasrb students will hoth be tested in the abilities.^^ 

/^Wion a student selects from a group of described or 

iXlustratod ensesiblos In a problem the one best suited to 

the specific occasion it is not a test of her ability to 

arrango the ensemble but a test of her ability to apply gen-

oralizations in selecting the best one for the purpose indi-

oated. In making a test it should be understood that it is 
„ - . . . . - v.* ,. - . . . . . 

imortant to formulate such questions that will test in the 

student the thing that is to be measured. In setting up the 

test for the wardrobe unit, questions were chosen that were 

intended to measure the ability of students to apply gener-

allzatlons or principles in making selections and also their 
' - ( •••' 

ability to choose reasons for their selections. 

Since it is the aim of the investigator to develop a 

desirable pencil and paper test to cover the wardrobe unit. 

It is important that the nature of such a test measures cer

tain abilities in making selections and in reasoning, but it 

cannot measure the students' achievement of the objectives 

covering ha-bits. Of such a situation Brown^^ says: 

The habit of wearing proper clothes is as 

^^Loc. cit., p. 294. 

25 Brown, _0£. cit., p. 123. 
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difficult to check as is the desire to be well-
groomed. A pencil-and paper test may be useful in 
testing an intellectual understanding of proper 
lines and becoming colors in clothes; periodical 
rating of what is worn may be necessary to discover 
whether the student has the habit of choosing the 
right lines and colors; but neither method may be 
entirely satisfactory for determining whether she 
has real appreciation for proper clothes and colors 
in that she derives satisfaction and an emotional 
thrill from having made a good choice. Also, one 
must realize that people often have to wear clothes 
they know are unbecoming because they cannot afford 
an:rthing else. 

?niereas the validity of a test Indicates the degree 

to Tfldiich it measures v/hat it was designed to measure, its 

reliability is indicated by the accuracy or consistency 

with which it measures. Objectivity, an important factor 

contributing to the reliability of a test, refers to the 

extent to which personal judgment is eliminated in choosing 

questions and scoring. Concerning validity as affected by 

reliability and objectivity, Brown says that one cannot 

put faith in a test "unless it can be soored with a reasonable 

degree of objectivity and gives reasonably accurate results". 

If one understands the numerous factors upon which 

the reliability of a test depends, he is more likely to con

struct reliable tests. Of the factors contributing to 

reliability, consistency and clearness of the test items, 

statements, or questions is of utmost importance. Any 

confusion caused by ambiguous statements and "catch ques-

^^Ibid., p. 117 
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tiono" BMky mislead the sti^ents and thus lower the relia-

btlit^ of thin test. Tests may be made more reliable by 

at^iding misundorstanding caused by incorrect punottatjon, 

|3|©t̂  sentence structure^ jaisuse of words, poor ty]9lng and 

p4>6r f»oproduction, and use of unfamiliar technical terms, 

fho more extensive the sampling of subject matter 

and objectives is the greater the reliability; therefore, 

tHe leii^th of a test is an important factor in determining 

its reliability. Hence, it is obvious that a small niamber 

of questions is not as reliable as a larger number of 

questions or items that can be scored Individually. There

fore, "the reliability of a test may usually be increased 

by merely lengthening it, since the longer it is the more 

adequate the sampling of the student's knowledge. This is 

true, of course, only providing the added questions are of 

as good a quality as those in the original test".^' Beyond 

a certain point reliability cannot be increased further by 

merely lengthening the test, but can be increased by Improv

ing the test items. A test of 100 questions is considered 

more reliable than one of ten questions, and if it can be 

answered in the same length of time as the test of only ten 
28 questions, it is even much more reliable. 

^'^Ibid., p. 126. 

2%insland, op. cit., p. 301. 
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4r«ae*ally the answer of one question should not be 

^ S O d t|J>on the preceding question since Interdependence 

among tost items may reduce the reliability of a test, 

fhore are exceptions, however, in questions in which the 

ftMent must first make a selection and then must justify 

that decision by her selection of a reason, or reasons, in 

the following question. Neither should the answer for any 

given item be found in some other part of the test. 

Since homogeneous test material produces a higher 

reliability coefficient only questions concerning the ward

robe wore used in the two forms on that unit and not inter

spersed among other clothing questions. 

Ifeccitement and slight Illness do not have as much 

effect as is usually believed, but noise or other distur

bance in the room may reduce the reliability of a test. 

Physical or mental fatigue, attitude, unfamiliar surround

ings, and other such conditions may affect the outcomes of 

students on tests. The motivation of students to do their 

best on an examination may raise the reliability higher than 

when students do not exert their best efforts. 

Clear , adequate directions so that students under

stand exactly vflaat they are to do increase the reliability 

of a test. Directions that are too long or too wordy often 

are not read carefully by students; therefore they should 

be as brief as possible. Even the underscoring of certain 
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^^f ^ ^^® directions to draw attention to key ideas may 

increase the reliability of the test. 

After a test has been given, a check can be made on 

how the individual items in it differentiate between the 

good and the poor students. a?ke extent to which a test does 

this Influences its reliability. "One of the surest ways to 

increase the reliability of any test Is to cull out or re-

irlse items that prove to be too easy . . . , too difficxat 

. . . , or ambiguous . . . ."^9 

In brief, then, the characteristics of a good multi

ple choice test as listed by Putnam^^ are: 

The test 
36. contains three and preferably four or more 

responses. 
37* gives complete and simply stated directions . . . . 
38. avoids placing the correct answer always in the 

same position. 
39. arranges choices for responses in vertical coluimis 

whenever possible. 
40; avoids Obviously incorrect responses. 
41. places the responses at the end of the statement, 

not at the beginning or middle. 
42. has each response numbered and a place in the mar

gin for the correct response. 
43. avoids making the correct response differ in length 

from the other responses. 
44. avoids the use of unfamiliar phrasing. 
45. has as familiar responses for the poor choices as 

for the right response. 
46. has only one correct response except for plural 

choice. 

^^Brown, 0£. cit., p. 130. 

Plorence E. Putnam, "Improving the Teacher-made 
Test", Practical Home Economics, 19:168-9, May, 1941. 



%7* avoids n^ing mtdtifle choice forms when simple 
5-̂ H'. r*oiLii io adoquato^' -• -;.-;-
48» avoids a mer^ oiSfJldction of unrelated true-false 

stilternehts for'responses. ...,.-..,...-(i,,, - ••.•-'^>-
49* nies the"phrase, "Solect'tho best answer," instead 
N of "Select the right answer*. 

...i^i:-'-.. 
"''"'^^'XmkfpiSLg in mind the above criteria for developing a 

valid and roliable test, the investigator began to construct 

a'^Hardrobe test, herein described as ?oim A, Chart X, Appon-

di^i Many questions were made, revised or discarded, until 

tito inveatigator felt that the problems involved most of the 

^tioiRirdrobe principles. 

I : . Form A was given first consideration in the selection 

of fioitlons; however, similar situations were jotted down 

and used in preparing the questions for Form B. After Form 

A was completed, equivalent questions were formulated for 

Form B, Chart H , Appendix. In constructing Form B, ques-
• - • • • - • 

tions covering the same subject matter and involving the 

same generalizations or principles as used in Form A were 

formulated. 

Bach form consisted of 21 questions with 104 items. 

In 20 questions five choices were possible, and in one only 

fo\2r. Thirteen questions involved only one correct answer, 

and in the other eight questions involving reasons one to 

three correct answers were possible. 

ST9BP IT. Form A and Form B of the wardrobe test were 

given to 62 freshman clothing students in iix sections at 

Texas Technological College as a part of the spring final 
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•xamination, 1948. The complete examination was mimeo-

l^aphed, and Fona A was numbered as Part II and Form B as 

Part III (Part I covered the units on the sewing machine and 

construction). The entire test contained 205 questions, of 

^^^®^. ̂ ;^^®^® devoted to the wardrobe unit. Three hours 

were a:|.3.owed for the examination, and approximately one hour 

or less of this time was used by the students in answering 

the wardrobe questions. 

The students recorded their responses on separate 

answer sheets provided for them. The answer sheets were 

then graded on the International Business Machine which re-^ 

corded separate scores on each individual for eajgh part 

and prepared a graph showing the number of students to 

select each item of the test. 

'^ STEP V. After the tests were administered by the 

various Instructors, the Investigator found it necessary to 

do some scoring by hand. Since more than one correct answer 

was possible on eight of the 21 questions the scores as re

corded by the International Business Machine did not take into 

account the number of omissions made by each student. 

The validity of Form A and Form B was determined by 

checking answers against the opinions of authorities who 

have written text books in that field and by agreement among 

the teachers in the Department of Clothing and Textiles. The 

test is considered to be valid if it measures that which it 
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wai Antonded to measure, that is, the ability of students to 

select the proper garments for a well-coordinated wardrobe. 

In prepai*ing the Soy, It was discovered that there 
• ' • • • • ' - a • . 

was not agreement on the correct answers for the two ques-

tions on budgeting. Indicating that the two questions need 

revision until agreement can be reached. Due to lack of 

time the tests were used as they were and allowances were 

made in the scoring of these two particular questions. 

J Reliability is established by calculating the coef

ficient of correlation between two divisions of the same 

test. Form A and Form B, using the Pearson product-moment 

formula. Although obtaining the coefficient of a test is 

rather simple, it has little meaning unless one knows some

thing of the range of ability represented by the students 

who took the test since the wide range of scores fo\md in a 

heterogeneous group will give a higher correlation coeffic

ient. 
In computing the scores for the wardrobe tests, the 

formula: 

HPS - (E / 0) = Score 

was used. The highest possible score minus the sum of the 

errors made by the student plus the omissions made by the 

student equals the total score. The method of computing the 

scores was made necessary by having more than one correct 

answer possible In some of the questions. By scoring in the 
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uiual manner, the number of right responses was not suffic

ient in computing the score since the errors and omissions 

made by the students on questions involving reasons were not 

token into account. Each form was composed of 21 questions. 

Twenty questions had five possible choices, and one had 

four, making a total of 104 items of which 30 were correct 

answers. 

No correction for guessing was made since the niamber 

of possible answers for each question was high enough to 

reduce the cliance for guessing to a small fraction. 

The reliability of the test was checked by using the 

Pearson product-moment' formula: 

l-wt 
g-̂ -̂ (C^Cy) 

r ^ •• n- : : — ^ 

The reliability coefficient of .393 showed some relationship 

of reliability between the two forms; however, such a small 

coefficient of reliability is considered low since perfect 

reliability is represented by a coefficient of 1.00. 

The scores of this group ranged from 4 to 23 out of 

a possible 30. A class interval of two was selected, making 

ten Intervals. A scatter gram was then constructed in order 

to obtain the necessary Information to compute the coeffic

ient of reliability. Greenê -̂  gives the following steps 

31 
•̂  Greene, 0£. cit., pp. 71-72 
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in Baking a product-moment correlation: 

1. A scatter diagram is constructed. 

2. A Guessed Mean is located, and deviations x« and 
32 '"" 

y« are indicated for each variable respectively and 

summed. These sums are used to correct for guessing in 

computing the mean. 

3. The frequency, f, of each row and column is 

found. 

4. The frequencies are multiplied by the deviations 

squared and used to seoiire the standard deviations by 

substituting in the formula: 
Standard deviation or slgma — S fd tS.fd .2 

N \ N / 

5. The frequency of each cell is multiplied by its 

x*y» value. The x»y» values are the product of the x» and 

yt deviations for each cell. The x'y» values are summed in 

the two rightehand columns and substituted in the Pearson 

product-moment formula. 

STEP VI. Conclusions and recommendations will be 

discussed in Chapter I?. 

^^x« and y» are also represented on Table I, Appendix 
as d. and dg. The formula for obtaining the mean is: 

Mean - Guessed Mean / ^fd 
N 



CHAPTER IT 

FINDINGS AND CQNCLCSIONS 

STEP YI. After finding that the coefficient of 

reli«ibillty for the forms A and B of the wardrobe test was 

low, the investigator proceeded to study the test in an 

effort to detect some of the factors that might have been 

responsible for this weakness in the test. 

Previous courses and learning experinces of the 

students other than the unit on wardrobe planning in Cloth

ing 132 that might in any way reflect in the students' 

ability to plan a coordinated wardrobe were considered. 

Fifty, of the 6I, students, who took the wardrobe tests had 
. . . . . . . - * ' • • • , 

homemaklng courses In high school with an average of 2.34 

years. In checking the scores of the 11 students who had 

no homemaklng, the investigator found no evidence tlsat the 

number of homemaklng courses taken by the other students 

gave them greater ability to plan a coordinated wardrobe 

than those who had had no homemaklng. The scores for the 

entire group ranged from 4 to 23, Table I, and for the group 

without homemaklng from 13 to 23, Table II, with an average 

of 13.45 on Fonn A and 14.9 on Form B. Of the 11 students 

cited above eight had had an elementary design course. 

Applied Arts 131 or its equivalent. Of the whole group of 

61, 50 students had had this design course. The scores 
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Stnflonts* Form A Foacm^ Students* Form A Form B 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
a 
9 
10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
Id 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

20 
19 
19 

B 
19 

15 
12 
21 
6 
16 

17 
9 
19 
18 
12 

12 
12 
21 
17 
19 

18 
18 
14 
15 
15 

19 
20 
16 
12 
21 

16 
21 
U 
8 
19 

20 
15 
21 
14 
2f 

21 
10 
15 
21 
14 

13 
17 
15 
20 
21 

15 
22 
19 
19 
16 

20 
11 
13 
20 
23 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

36 
37 
38 
39 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 

18 
13 
12 
19 
21 

11 
11 
12 
14 
16 

17 
7 
17 
19 
17 

11 
14 
17 
18 
19 

14 
16 
16 
16 
16 

17 
17 
12 
20 
16 
14 

13 
19 
7 
22 
22 

15 
16 
16 
15 
17 

9 
4 
16 
15 
10 

19 
14 
17 
21 
17 

12 
11 
21 
14 
16 

18 
15 
17 
13 
21 
13 

•students names were omitted and replaced with numbers. 
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Tmm II 

SOOHSS OH STUDSNTS WITE0I3T HOWKMAKTTO 

StUSf^" Form A Form B 

Total 

2. 19 21 

3. 

10. 

15. 

21. 

37. 

38** 

47** 

49 
cr** 

61 

11 Students 

19 

16 

12 

18 

11 

12 

14 

18 

16 

14 

U 

23 

14 

15 

16 

16 

14 

21 

16 

13 

•students numbered to correspond with Table I. 
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for the 11 who had not had Applied Arts 131 ranged from 8 

to 21, Table III, with an average of 13.9 on both forms; 

hence it may seem that this course is not a chief factor 

influencing the scores made by these students. Seven of the 

students had also had Applied Arts 231, Costume design. 

Their scores ranged from 9 to 20, Table IV, with an average 

of 17.28 on Form A and 14.57 on Form B. All 6I students 

were given the same assignment for wardrobe study so that 

all sections covered the same subj'ect matter. Since some 

knowledge of textiles seems necessary in wardrobe planning, 

the momber of students having had Clothing 131, Elementary 

Textiles, was also considered. Seventeen of 6I students had 

had the textiles course. Their scores ranged from 6 to 23, 

Table V, with averages of 14.76 on ij'orm A and 16.29 on 

Jj'orm B. Since having previously had the related courses 

apparently did not affect the scores made by the students, 

it seems that the fault lies in the test forms themselves or 

in the administration of them. 

The test questions were checked against the 27 prin

ciples, and the investigator found that several of the 

principles were not touched on in the test. Principle 6 on 

lingerie was not covered in the test. Principles 17, 20, 21 

and 22 on the selection of decorative and printed design 

were not definitely covered by any of the questions. It was 

also found that there were several generalizations required 
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jTiiM. iUUf 

SlallBnt.* 
0>mmilm»r form A 

Total 11 students 

Form B 
4. 

H-
25. 

33. 

37. 

38. 

40^ 

45. 

47. 

51-

55. 

8 

18 

15. 

12 

11 

12 

16 

17 

14 

14 

16 

8 

21 

16 

7 

16 

16 

17 

10 

14 

12 

16 

•s tudents numbered to correspond with Table I . 
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-••wm 
students^ Fom A Form"3" 

Total 

1. 20 

3. 

*̂*'|* o 

u. 
43. 

48. 

54. 

19 

15 

17 

17 

17 

16 

7 students 

16 

11 

19 

9 

16 

17 

14 

•students numbered to correspond with Table I. 
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Students* 

1. 

6. 

7. 

9. 

12. 

15. 

^ i C . 

28. 

30. 

32. 

36. 

41. 

431 

46. 

49. 

50. 

5^-

Form A 

20 

15 

12 

6 

9 

12 

18 

16 

21 

13 

11 

17 

17 

11 

18 

19 

16 

Total 17 students 

Form B 

16 

200 

15 

14 

10 

14 

22 

13 

23 

19 

15 

9 

16 

19 

21 

17 

14 

•students numbered to correspond with Table I, 
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tf^jjSBfor tho questions not Included in the list of prlnel-

plos. Princij^oo on eojnblnlng colors, color In relation to 

ooGOfion and line in relation to occasion need to be formu-

loted booause their use was necessary in answering the 

quostlons. 

In order to be more comprehensive the test needs to 

bo leiiisthened soaowhat. Approximately one hour was re-

tntoid for both Form A and B; therefore each form oould be 

olJBOSt doubled in Ifloigth so .that it would require one 

Olass period to give. The longer forms could be used as 

protest and retest for the wardrobe unit; whereas a shorter 

form should be prepared to be included in the final examina-

tion. 

Perfectly o<iulvalent test forms have identical 

standard deviations (signias) and means. The supposedly 

equivalent forms of the wardrobe test produced almost 

identical means. Form A with 16.59 and iiorm B with 16.79, "btit 

the standard deviations were not so close, Jj'orm A has slgma 

1.74 and Form B sigma 2.10. The low reliability coefficient 

of .393 Indicates that the test is not very reliable; how

ever, it should not be concluded that all the fault lies in 

the forms themselves until the number of cases has been in

creased and a new coefficient computed. The investigator 

fools that the test should be revised before using again, 

and after being given to a more diversified group, a new 
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i#ltfiOlont of roliability ©stoblishod. 

In C€9sparing the wardrobe test with standards for a 

tteHil and rotlablo tost and the factors affecting rollabili-

tir, the invostlgator found evidences that the test compared 

ti'foralily in several instances and might have shown a higher 

eoofficlMit of roliability if given under different condi-

ti^i. The test is objective in form with clear, consistent 

^OStions, all of which were homogeneous in nature. The 
J 

oily interdependence of fuestlons was found where reasons 

llsio called for to justify a previous selection. Answers to 

Questions could not be found elsewhere in the test. 

t̂«*s ^g jigLS already been stated, the sampling of subject 

matter cotOLd have been greater by lengthening the test. The 

mlmoographing was fairly well done, but some dimness and blxarr-

ing resulted. It would have been better if the questions had 

all been completed on one page and not continued to the 

njOXt. As far as the investigator is aware, there is no mis

use of IsrOrds or any ••catch questions** in either form. How

ever, there may have been terms, such as ••mllan»», "cardigan", 

••chartreuse", "breton", "bowler", "cloche", and "roller", 

"With which the students were not familiar. These terms 

could have been stated in words more familiar to students, 

such as "smooth straw", ••collarless Jacket" and "small hat 

with rolling brim". 

One section, 13 students, took the test in a labora-
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tory other than their own with another section. The inves

tigator Cannot say whether this situation affected the 

scores of any of these students; however, several of the 

students expressed the feeling that they could not do their 

best in unfamiliar s\irro\mdings. 

Since it has been said that variability of the indi

vidual affects the reliability of the test, it seems 

that this factor may have been largely responsible for the 

low reliability coefficient. The very fact that both forms 

were given the students the same period and immediately 

following the test on the sewing machine and construction 

units indicates that the students might not have been able 

to do their best due to fatigue. That some students even 

made better on Form B than on Form A, despite the fact that 

they should have been more fatigued, may be explained by 

the students' Increasing interest or by the students* famil

iarity with situations in Form B and unfamiliarity with 

situations in Form A. That some students made much lower 

scores on Form B than on Form A may also be explained by 

fatigue and decreasing interest of these students or by their 

imfamiliarity with situations in Form B and familiarity 

with situations in Form A. 

In making the key it was found that more than one 

answer could be counted as correct on questions one and two 

because more than one response had been included within the 
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4i#«»((IMlPtthat It is possible to allow for clothing both for tho 

f«ailf and for tho individual. This is true on both forms. 

fiopeo, It was difficult to score and violates the criterion 

ji>j|iiRbor 46 on pago 33. To revise those questions the inves-

- t4«at©r suggests that they be restated thus: 

fora A 

rl. Joan's family lives in a college town. Her father earns 

'^ : t2000 annually as a night watchman. She is the only 

to 4. Child. Approximately how much can the family allow 

rm ammolly for clothing? 

3, 's^ 1* *75 2. $100 3. *135 4. *225 $. #310 

2« Joan's fair share of the family clothing budget would be 

about: 

1. #25 2. #70 3. t95 4. $120 5. $140 

WOTBi B 

1» Elsie's father earns $3300 a year as a foreman in a 

factory.. Besides her mother and father, she has two 

small brothers, ages 9 and 11. Approximately how much 

should be set aside for the family clothes for the year? 

1. $t00 2.'$210 3. $350 4. $500 5. $625 

2. What.wotild be Elsie's fair share of the family clothing 

budget? 

1. $35 2. $60 3. $80 4. $110 5. $165 

The underscored answers are the only possible correct ans-

answers based on principles one through three. Chart VI, 
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Appendix. 

Questions 3, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 21 of both 

forms of the wardrobe test are the reasons listed for the 

selection of the question preceding each. All of these 

questions, except numbers 10 and 18 on Form A, violate the 

criterion cited above that states that there must be only 

one correct answer for each question. The investigator 

suggests that all of these questions be revised to conform 

to this criterion. Question number 3 of Form A has been 

revised and a new nimxber 4 formulated to follow it: 

3. What principle was Involved in Joan»s assembling a good 

wardrobe? 

1. Her basic clothes match in color. 

2. Her wardrobe is built around the basic 

seven. 

3. Her wardrobe includes a number of things in 

bright colors, some in neutral shades, and a 

few soft tones for accents. 

4. The choice of a black basic dress was necessary 

because her accessories are black. 

4. Which principle does not apply? 

1. Her wardrobe is planned with more likes than 

dislikes. 

2. Her wardrobe consists of tailored and sport 

garments îiich are suitable for any campus 
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occasion. 

3. If she buys additional accessories, she can pay 

more because her basic dress is costing less. 

4. She will have some articles and one set of 

accessories in a neutral shade, some in related 

colors, and a few bright accents. 

Besides improving those questions involving reasons, 

the other questions should be studied and improved upon if 

necessary. Perhaps, line drawings and actual samples of 

fabric, especially to indicate color, would make this test 

both more interesting and more reliable. 

The ntimber of student responses on each question, 

Tables VI and VII, may indicate possible weaknesses in 

teaching as well as in the test. An investigation into 

what responses the students did make for each question would 

make an interesting study. For example, in question 8 of 

both forms, why did so many select the wrong hat? Were the 

questions 20 and 21 too obvious? Did the students not know 

the meaning of "law of area"? Is there a common error of 

confusing the word "match" with "harmonize"? 
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STODSNT RS3P0HSES ON FORM A 
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Questions 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

1 

Q 

0 

51 

3 

6 

7 

474fr 

5 

32* 

11 

0 

14* 

9 

3 

7 

15 

9 

5 

18 

1 

3 

? 

30 

19 

42« 

12 

37* 

4 

2 

0 

15 

44* 

5 

14 

24 

5 

0 

28* 

45* 

2 

11 

55* 

10 

Responses 
5 

14* 

26* 

22* 

2 

6 

3 

8 

27* 

0 

6 

0 

46* 

6 

19* 

5 

41* 

6 

15 

31* 

5 

52* 

4 

15 

14 

25* 

44* 

8 

3 

0 

29 

6 

14 

9 

40* 

10* 

16 

44* 

30* 

1 

8 

0 

1 

0 

5 

2 

2 

29 

0 

2 

43* 

3 

8 

15 

45* 
it 

2 

12 

25* 

5 

3 

0 

46* 

1 

24* 

XZ 

•Correct responses. 
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STUDENT RESPONSES ON FORM B 
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Q^es tlons 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

I 
1 

0 

14 

7 

34* 

3 

4 

5 

3 

7 

3 

14 

3 

8 

3 

5 

3 

14 

1 

15 

1 

2 

0 

10 

46* 

2 

2 

1 

41* 

8 

12* 

16* 

50* 

48* 

8 

12 

51* 

50* 

5 

3 

6 

1 

2 

Respenses 

5 

38 

4 

1 

0 

45* 

2 

35 

6 

11 

3 

19* 

38* 

19* 

3 

33* 

5 

41* 

8 

41* 

54* 

4 

24 

10*m 

26* 

46* 

1 

0 

6 

13* 

8 

16 

7 

24* 

12 

10 

4 

2 

23 

2 

36* 

46* 

21* 

31* 

3 

2 

5 

23 

11 

7 

31 

40* 

4 

3 

0 

40* 

0 

2 

24* 

39* 

9 

10 

1 

*Correct responses. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this study two equivalent test forms, A and B, 

w^re developed to evaluate the ability of students in fresh

man clothing to apply generalizations in planning a coordi

nated wardrobe. The steps listed by Tyler for developing 

^ d using an evaluation Instrument were employed by the 

Investigator. Objectives of the entire course. Clothing 132, 

ahd the objectives adopted by the Conference of College 

Teachers of Textiles and Clothing were studied, and those 

pertaining to the wardrobe unit were selected and defined 

in terms of student behavior. Text books with discussions 

on clothing selection were explored, and the collected ideas 

summarized into 27 principles on wardrobe planning. 

Two equivalent forms of the test were evolved in 

which the same principles were employed. Form A of the 

test was set up first, and Porm B prepared by formulating 

questions similar in situation and necessitating the use 

of identical principles. 

These tests were administered to 6l students enrolled 

in six sections of freshman clothing as a part of the final 

examination. The scores from the test forms A and B, 

covering wardrobe planning, were used to compute the relia

bility coefficient. 

••iiivi)' 
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The individual answer sheets provided the students 

were scored on the International Business Machine, an elec

tric test scoring machine. The key was prepared and discus

sed by the instructors concerned. Adjustments were made in 

assigning scores on the first two questions since it was 

found that there was more than one possible correct answer. 

The wrong answers recorded by the machine plus the omissions 

counted by hand were used in computing the scores. 

The reliability was determined by using the Pearson 

product-moment formula to compute the coefficient of 

relationship between the scores made on Form A and the 

scores made on Form B. The coefficient was found to be 

.393 and shows a low reliability. The small number of cases 

may be partially responsible for this low figure. The tests 

themselves were studied in an effort to discover other fac

tors influencing the reliability. The fact that both forms 

were given to the same students the same day and in connec

tion with a longer test with resulting fatigue may have had 

a definite effect upon their responses. Both forras were 

given as the end of the final examination. 

After a study of the results of the test and an 

analysis of the test questions, the following recommenda

tions are made: 

1. Revise the tests by simplifying or rewording the 

questions; by adding new questions to cover principles not 
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laoluded; by throwing out questions that are too difficult, 

too easy or repeated. 

2. Revise the tests so that only one correct response 

is possible for each question, or renumber the questions in 

such a way that the student is aware of the number of correct 

answers possible for that question. 

3. Include in the test illustrations, pictures, or 

samples so that the student can actually see that which she 

is Judging. 

4. Increase the length of the tests to Increase the 

reliability. 

5. Give the revised forms to more advanced classes 

as well as to the freshman classes so that a greater range 

of scores can be obtained to use in computing the relia

bility of the new forms. 

6. After the tests have been satisfactorily revised, 

use Form A as a pretest and Form B as a retest at̂  the end 
of the \init. 

7. Prepare a shorter form to use as a part of the 

final examination. 

8. Continue checking validity and reliability until 

the forms are fairly well standardized. 

9. Establish norms after the standardized forms have 

been given to numerous and diversified groups. 

file:///init
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CHART I 

GENERAL OBJECTIVES 

of the 

Department of Clothing and Textiles 
Division of Home Economics 
Texas Technological College 

The general objectives of the Department of Cloth
ing and textiles aret 

!• To develop in college students an Interest in improv
ing their personal appearance throu^ better taste in 
dress; single, neat grooming; making clothes of better 
construction and of better lines than can be found in 
ready-aades possible in their budget. 

2. To develop the ability to buy more wisely clothing, 
home l\irnlshlngs and accessories; to recognize quality 
differences, reasons for different price levels and 
idiich choices are better for individual cases• 

3. To develop an appreciation of values in dress other 
than fashion or high style, such as costs of produc
tion, suitability to age, community and profession, 
ease of caring for; health; place In other civiliza
tions; relation to needs and approval of others. 

4. To develop understanding In student of factors In
fluencing her choices. 

5. To develop skill in applying art and construction 
principles to dress. 

6» To develop skill in using and caring for garments, 
textiles and equipment. 

7. To develop Interest in and appreciation of sources 
of service and information, and standards for eval
uating future sources. 

8« To develop Interest in cooperating with reliable 
consiamer groups to better conditions. 
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9. To acquaint students In each course with vocatlonsil 
opportunities (to see disadvantages too). 

10. To make students see which projects have bearing on 
research, teaching, family life, personal use, or 
business. 

11. To develop the ability to think clearly In the field 
of clothing and textiles: analyze situations, draw 
tentative conclusions, develop principles, apply 
principles, discard Irrelevsmt material. 

12• To develop the ability to express thoughts coherently 
and accurately in the field of clothing and textiles 
as a preparation for a profession and an interest in 
using this ability to help others solve their problems 
in clothing and textiles. 



^ CHART II 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

FOR 

CLOTHING 132; BASIC CLOTHING PROBLEMS 

The specific objectives for Clothing 132 are: 

1. To develop an interest in and some ability to plan a 
coordinated wardrobe on a moderate Income level* 

2. To develop an Interest in and ability to be well 
groomed* 

3* To develop some skill in following technical dlree-
tions, in use of the sewing machine and other sewing 
tools, in use of patterns; in cutting, making and 
finishing siniple cotton garments; in planning work; 
and in personal laundry. 

4. To develop an Interest in and ability to use stand
ard authoritative references. 

5. To be aware of grades of proficiency in techniques 
of sewing* 

6. To develop ability to recognize principles and prob
lems, to use the principles in solving problems. 



CHART III 

SYLLABUS FOR CLOTHING 132 

BASIC CLOTHING PROBLEMS 

•.»,«-4. Activities and time budget Indicate relative em
phasis given to subject matter based on objectives. A 
semester consists of 16-18 weeks, 1 lecture and 2 three-
nour laboratories each. 

TTse of the sewing machine- — - — — i* 

Wardrobe p l a n n i n g — — — — — — — — 2* 
Coordination, color, occasions, 
grooming 

Pattern and fabric s e l e c t i o n — — — l* 

Pattern study, preparation & alteration 1 

Organization of w o r k — — — — — — i 

Blouse, cottons cut and m a k e — — — — 3 
Set-̂ ln sleeves, convertible collar 

Laundering, slip and b l o u s e — — — — 2 
Stain removal, techniques in Ironing, 
mending, storage 

Dress, cotton: cut and m a k e — — — 6 
Set-in sleeves, facing, plackets,hems 

Evaluat i o n — — — — — — — 1 
At beginning, during, and ending of 
semester 

Total 18 weeks 

•Home Economics students at Texas Technological 
College take Basic Design, a 3-semester hour course before, 
after or parallel with this course. Usually it is followed 
by Basic Textiles, a 3-semester hour course, but Basic 
Textiles may be selected first, and sometimes it la taken 
parallel. These variations are due to crowded conditions, 
schedule difficulties, staff shortages and to individual 
needs of students as discovered in freshman orientation and 
personal guidance interviews. The unit in Wardrobe Planning 
may be presented before or after the unit on the sewing 
machine or the unit In Dress Construction. 



CHART IV 

GENERAL WARDROBE GOALS 

The 1944 Conference of College Teachers of Text i les 
and Clothing, Central Region adopted a l i s t of teacher 
goals in t h e i r f i e l d . The following objectives for a basic 
clothing course for col lege freshman seemed to apply to 
wardrobe planningr 

ATTITUDES AND APPRECIATIONS 

To develop? 

1. A critical attitude toward one^s clothing needs and 
desires relative to other satisfactions sought In a 
general plan of living. 

2. An appreciation of clothing ijonventlons which differ 
from one^s own. 

3. An appreciation of beauty in fabrics and clothing. 

4. An Interest in discovering the part clothing plays in 
the optimal development of individuals. . . . 

5. An interest in the contributions of resejupch to the 
solution of clothing problems. 

6. Appreciation of the value of applying one's knowledge 
and experience in the solution of the clothing prob
lems of others. 

7. A satisfaction in choices well made, dissatisfaction 
with those not well made. 

8. Interest in using one's knowledge in helping others 
solve their clothing problems. 

9. Acceptance of clothing as a means to an end rather 
than an end in itself. 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 

To achieves 

1. A realization of the problems Involved in achieving 
socially acceptable clothing at differing social and 
economic levels. 
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2. A recognition of some of the psychological effects 
produced by clothing upon self and others. 

3. Recognition of the relation between personal appearance 
and personal, professional and social acceptability. 

4. Realization of the problems Involved . . . in the 
selection of garments. 

5. Understanding of the Importance of planning clothing 
expenditures so that they are consistent with the total 
personal and family budget. 

6* An understanding of art as expressed in clothing. 

7. Recognition of the Importance of using reliable source 
materials in solving clothing problems. 

SITILLS AND ABILITIES 

To develop? 

1. Ability to formulate those standards for clothing which 
are personally satisfying, within the limits of one's 
Income, energy and obligations. 

2. Some ability to analyze the elements which enter into 
intelligent choice-making. 

3* An ability to coordinate the choices of articles of 
clothing so that an adequate wardrobe may be the result. 

4. Some ability to balance the aesthetic, social, ethical, 
hygienic and economic elements idilch may enter Into the 
selection of clothing . . . so that the choices may be 
individually and socially satisfying* 

5* Ability to define a goal in relation to clothing choices 
and to plan a method of procedure iihlch will achieve 
the goal* 

6. Ability to evaluate choices of clothing so that they 
can contribute to healthful satisfying living. 

7. Ability to use source material intelligently in the 
solution of . • • clothing problems. 

8. Ability to maintain clothing . . . in good condition, 
considering expenditure of time, effort and money. 

9. Some ability to apply knowledge, skills, and appreciations 
in the solution of clothing problems of others* 



CHART V 

REFERENCES FOR WARDROBE UNIT 

The investigator used the following references in 
formulating and checking basic principles relating to 
the ability to plan a coordinated wardrobe? 

Byers, Margaretta with Consuelo Kamholẑ , Deslg;nlng Women* 
New York? Simon and Schuster, 1938. 

Chambers, Bernlce G., Color and Design in Apparel. 
New York? Prentice Hall, 1942* 

Erwln, Mabel D*, Clothing for Moderns* New York? Macmillan 
Company, 1§48. 

Goldstein, Harriet and Vetta Goldstein, Art in Every-day 
Life* New York? Macmillan Company, 1940. 

Hillis, Marjorle, Orchids otiYovLV Budget. Indianapolis 
and New YorE? The Bobfes-Merrill Company, 1937. 

Kettunen, Marietta, Fundamentals of Dress. New York? 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1941 

Latzke, Alpha and Beth Qulnlan* Clothing. Chicago, New 
York and Philadelphia? J.B. Lippencott Co., 1940. 

Marsh, Hattle Marie, Building Your Personality. New York: 
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1940• 

Morton, Grace Margaret, The Arts of Costume and Personal 
Appearance. New York? John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 

Ryan, Mildred Graves, Your Clothes and Personality* 
New York? D* Applet on-Century Co., Inc., 1937. 

Ryan, Mildred Graves and Velma Phillips, Cj-ô Q̂̂  ^Q^ ^^^* 
New York? D* Applet on-Century Co., 1947* 

Valentine, Helen and Alice Thompson, Better Than Beauty. 
New York: Modern Age Books, Inc., 1938* 



CHART VI 

BASIC PRINCIPLES IN WARDROBE PLANNING 

CAUSE 

1. The amount of family Income 
that can be allowed for 
clothing depends on needs 
for food, shelter, trans
portation, maintenance, 
family advancement, and 
savings, but 

EFFECT 

in order to preserve a well 
balanced family life the 
amount spent for clothing 
will be 7 to 15 per cent 
depending on market con
ditions and agreement among 
members of the family as to 
what values seem more 
ii^ortant at the time* 

2* During inflationary periods 
the higher the cost of food 
and shelter 

3* Ordinarily the teen-age 
girl receives only slightly 
over an equal share with 
family members, but in 
times of crisis (marriage, 
college, or starting a 
career) she may receive as 
much as 1.5 share if some 
of the family are willing 
to make a sacrifice; 

the lower the percentage 
possible to allow for 
clothing. Therefore, at 
the present time the amount 
a family can allow for 
clothing is closer to 7 per 
cent than to 15 per cent 
for moderate incomes, but 
it may Increase to 15 per 
cent with higher Incomes. 

therefore, an only child 
might use l/3 to 1/2 of the 
family allowance for 
clothing while a girl from 
a family of 5 would be 
warranted in spending only 
1/5 to 1/4. 

4. If a wardrobe plan for 
minimum but adequate cloth
ing needs reveals the cost 
to be higher than the 
allotted amount 

a fair-minded and energetic 
girl will supplement the 
family Income by working 
and by making many of her 
clothes as well as taking 
care of her wardrobe In 
such a way that every gar
ment is utilized to the 
utmost * 
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Cause 

5* The seven minimum basic 
articles In a wardrobe 
might consist of? 

a. a suit 
b. a coat 
c. a basic dark dress 
d. a separate skirt with 

blouses, sweaters 
and/or a separate 
Jacket• 

e* a casual or shirt
waist t^pe dress 

f. a spectator sport 
dress In pastel or 
white. 

g. an evening dress 

Effect 

in order to be satisfac
torily dressed for the 
climate and the variety of 
occasions on the average 
canrpus; In order to be 
satisfactorily dressed from 
the standpoint of health 
as well as of art; and in 
order to conform to the 
standards of the social 
group to which the girl 
belongs or to which she 
aspires to belong* 

The four minimum major 
accessories are? 

a. shoes 
b. bag 
c. hat 
d. gloves 

6* One should have sufficient 
underwear 

in order to be hygienic and 
to prolong the life of the 
articles. 

A suggested mlnimam allow
ance for undergarments is 
about 3 of each type of 
article in common use* 

to give adequate time for 
laundering* 

7* While the minimum basic 
wardrobe is adequate for 
the average college girl, 
additional articles 

will prevent monotony and 
prolong the life of gar
ments, but one should 
strive to not over balance 
the wardrobe In any 
direction by having too 
many of any one type of 
garment. 
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Cause 

8* One can relieve monotony by 
combining minor accessories 
such as scarves, belts, and 
Jewelry with the basic gar
ments and basic accessories 

9* Since minor accessories 
relieve monotony and extend 
the wardrobe they may be 
bright. Inexpensive, and 
unusual, but. 

10* Since the basic coat, suit 
and major accessories cost 
so much (basic dresses cost 
less if made at home) a 
basic color scheme 

Effect 

in order to be well dressed 
on a mlnlmxmi allowance 
since these accessories are 
less expensive than the 
garments and basic accesso
ries. 

although they need not 
match, they should be in 
harmony with the ensemble 
to produce satisfaction. 

will allow Interchange of 
accessories with garments 
thus multiplying the use
fulness of each article. 

11. A good basic color for a 
wardrobe is neutral, suited 
to the personality and color 
of the wearer, practical, 
suitable for climate and 
year around wear, and avail
able on the local market. 

so that it will not be con
spicuous but will be dur-
sible, inexpensive in upkeep, 
becoming or even flattering, 
and enjoyable to the wearer 
and her friends over a suit
able period of time. 

12. Select first the most 
expensive items as cost, 
suit, and basic accessor
ies then key the remainder 
of the wardrobe to them 

so that there Is less 
possibility of making a 
costly mistake. Buying 
these first, assures that 
there will be enough money 
to obtain satisfactory 
basic gannents. 

13. A basic article of dress 
Is simple in effect; neu
tral; not extreme in style, 
line, color and texture; 
harmonizes with other lines 
In the wardrobe and has no 
applied or sewed-on decor
ation 

so that It can be worn with 
more extreme accessories 
and Jewelry, and serve a 
satisfying and useful pur
pose over a longer period 
of time. 
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Cause 

14. Because they are more 
durable, honest, and 
adaptable. 

15. It la wise or economical 
to select or make inexpen* 
slve basic dresses and 
buy better quality, good-
looking accessories 

Effect 

genuine rather than Imi
tation materials in acces
sories give greater satis
faction, if they fit into the 
budget. 

16. A well-designed costume 
has? 

so that the accessories 
will enhance the costume 
and give the wearer a 
smart, well-dressed appear
ance* 

a. more like elements to maintain unity. 

b. and some elements 
of contrast 

to secure Interest or to 
avoid monotony. 

17. Decorative design should 
be in harmony with the 
structure of the article; 
suitable to material, 
use, and upkeep; simple f 
and orderly; and subordi
nate to wearer and to the 
garment 

so that it enhances or adds 
a richer quality to the 
garment, does not Interfere 
with function, and so that 
the personality of the 
person will dominate. 

18. Because a plain surface 
makes a good background 
for one's accessories and 
one's personality 

solid colors should pre
dominate In the wardrobe. 

19. Because a print lends 
animation and is easily 
cared for 

at least one is a good 
standby In the wardrobe, 
but several detract from 
a distinctive appearance. 

20. Dominant lines In a print 
should be suited to the 
figure 

because lines affect the 
apparent shape or size 
of the figure. 
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Cause 

21. To wear a striking print, 
one needs a well-propor
tioned figure and a 
domlnfmt personality 

22. Characteristics of good 
design in a fabric are? 

a. Order 

b. Distinction 

c. Rhythm 

d. Conventionalized 
motifs because both 
design and fabric 
are flat, having 
only two dimensions 

Effect 

so that the person will be 
dominant and the print 
subordinate. 

to avoid confusion 

to give variety and 
individuality. 

to produce pleasing 
eye movement. 

to be suited to the fab
ric; whereas naturalistic 
design is unsulted. 

23. Repetition and strong 
contrasts tend to 
emphasize; therefore. 

if one has pleasing lines, 
areas, and colors in body 
or features, they may be 
accented by repetition 
or by direct contrasts; 
butiof one has unpleaslng 
color, line, or areas. It 
is better to choose 
transitional, related, or 
modified lines, areas, 
and colors. 
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Cause 

24. The eye tends to follow 
a dominant line, and 
because lines do affect 
eye movement 

a. Because it emphasizes 
the movement f^om 
side to side 

b* Because it causes the 
eye to move up and 
down 

c. Because it is 
transitional 

Effect 

the apparent shape of an 
object may be changed by 
the use of any of the three 
types of line-—repetition, 
contrast, or transition. 
Since the use of lines 
affects the appearance, a 
shape may seem to have 
more height or width 
depending on the kind of 
lines used. 

the horizontal line 
Increases breadth and 
decreases height. 

the vertical line 
emphasizes height and 
decreases height. 

the diagonal line may 
minimize or Increase height 
or width, depending on the 
degree of its angle. The 
more nearly the dlagoncG. 
line approaches the verti
cal the more tendency it 
has to emphaslẑ e height, 
but the more nearly It 
approaches the horizontal 
the more tendency it has 
to Increase apparent 
breadth. 

d. Becau?̂ e of Its 
rhythcilc flowing 
quality 

the curving line tends 
(if not in direct con
trast) to modify over-
angular features by giv
ing a feeling of softness* 
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Cause 

25* Extremes in color, line, 
texture, and area have 
fewer combining qualities, 
and 

Effect 

therefore, should be 
avoided on the mlninitaa 
budget. 

26* Because of the s imi lar i ty 
of ideas and need 

a. Sturdy, roiigh tex
tures are appropri
ate for occasions 
out-of-doors and 
strenuous activity 

b* Fine textures are 
appropriate for 
occasions that sug
gest refinement, 
leisure, and frivo
lity 

different textures sug
gest occasions for which 
they are best suited. 

so that harmony is 
maintained through simi
larity of ideas and dura
bility in use* 

so that harmony is main
tained through similarity 
of ideas and lack of 
functionalism* 

27. In combining textures, 

a* Select likes rather 
than extremes 

in order to maintain 
unity 

b* Enrploy sufficient 
variation 

to secure Interest and 
distinction* 



CHART VII 

OBJECTIVE PRETEST ON WARDROBE PLANNING 

A test of the ability to plan a wardrobe by choice 
of garments and items from groups of illustrations was a 
part of a longer test covering the entire course. Clothing 
132, prepared by Mrs. Lila A. Kinchen. The test was objec
tive in form and was composed of 205 questions, of which 20, 
numbers 186 through 205, were on the wardrobe unit. For' 
each of these questions there were five possible choices. 

Information pertinent to planning the wardrobe is 
repeated here Just as it appeared on the mimeographed test. 
The illustrations of Diane's wardrobe pnd of the questions 
188 throxigh 205 are described. 

WARDROBE X3NIT QUESTIONS 

We would like to introduce to you, Diane Dennlson, 
the ^irl shown in the colored photograph on the bulletin 
board. (Diane is warm-skinned, blue-eyed, blonde, and 
without figure difficulties. 

"Diane finished high school last spring and is a 
freshman home economics major at Tech this year. She lives 
in the dormitory. Her hobbies are tennis and dancing. 

"Diane's father earns #3,500 a year as a high school 
teacher. 

"Her mother is kept quite busy as a homemaker, since 
the Dennisons have, in addition to Diane, two other children, 
a boy 14 and a girl 11. During the past suinmer, Diane had 
a part-time Job, at which she earned #250, most of which she 
put into a special savings fund to help pay for her college 
tuition, books, and other supplies. She plans to work each 
suimner. 

"Study the inventory of clothing which Diane had on 
hand last smmner which was still in good or fairly good 
condition. Since most of her underwear caiue as graduation 
presents, it is, therefore, practically new. Considering 
the clothing on hand, her needs and the amount of money you 
think she is able to spend for clothing, select additional 
items from those displayed that you believe to be the best 
selections. These selections are to be made in accordance 
v/ith the follov/ing problems, and your choices recorded on 
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the answer sheet." 

186. The Dennlson family can afford to spend for clothing 
about: 

1. #150 2. #200 3. #325 4. #500 5. #700 

187. Diane's share of the clothing allowance should be 
about: 

1- #40 2. #50 3. #75 4. #125 5. #175 

"From these items of clothing shown on the various 
charts numbered to correspond with the number on this sheet, 
select the item which you consider the best choice for 
Diane to have made just before coming to school last fall. 
You will note that only four examples are given on each 
chart. If you believe that she does not need an article from 
any particular group, record your answer in coluimi 5 which 
represents 'none'." 

Diane has these; 

Beige brown suit, softly tailored, dressmaker type 
Tan gabardine raincoat, fly front, belted, slash 

pockets, hood 
Beige and brô vn sharkskin tweed fitted coat, lapels 

Red skirt, kick pleat in center front, saddle-stitched 
in white on pockets 

Red, white, and black plaid pleated skirt 

Yellow sweater set, cable stitch 
Green, soft shade, sloppy Joe sweater 
Brown, white, "rah team" figured sweater, long sleeves 

V̂ Thite cotton broadcloth shirt, short sleeves 
White cotton broadcloth shirt, long sleeves 
White cotton batiste blouse, round neck and yoke 

Blue chambray, shirt style, long sleeves-
Stripe—white, light brown, coral, yellow and aqua 

seersucker, cap sleeves 
Red, black plaid shirt 

White rayon crepe Gibson Girl blouse, Peter pan collar, 
long sleeves 

White cotton drill pedal pushers 
Blue denim jeans 
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Blue, light shade, dress, silver nail-head decoration 
on belt and neckline, cap sleeves, flared peplum, 
spun rayon ±f ^ y 

Green, black, yellow and blue gingham dress, cap sleeves, 
convertible collar, four gore skirt cut on 
bias, few gathers in front 

Blue chambray with woven satin stripes in white, short 
sleeves cuffed, white collar and trim, two gore 
bias cut skirt 

Brown broadcloth bag 
Brown felt roller, siiaple, no veil, grosgrain band 
Brown cotton suedecloth gloves 
Yellow string'gloves 

Brown, white, red anklets, 1 pair each color 
Hose, 3 pair 

Ivory White taffeta formal dress 
White long half slip 

5 pair panties, 2 pair lace trimmed and 3 plain 
1 brassiere 
3 white slips, 2 tailored and 1 lace triimned 
1 black slip, lace trimmed 

1 pair pajamas 
1 pair red fabric house shoes 

188. Coats, all loose-fitting, similar styles, all 100^ 
wool, all #24.98. 
1. Brown, yellow, hyacinth plaid, swing back, button 

trim. 
2. Brown gabardine, swirxg back, 4 button closing, 

cuffs. 
3. Beige fleece, swing back, 3 buttons, welt stitch

ing. 
4. Red Chesterfield, patch pookibts. 

189. Suits 
1. Green wool flannel tailore;:, lOOf wool, $24.98. 
2. Grey, white stripe flannel, 30^ wool, 70^ rayon, 

#19.98, 
3. Blue and brown glen plaid, 100^ wool, tailored, 

sport, #19.98. 
4. Blue 100^ wool gabardine, light shade, tailored, 

$24.98. 
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190. Dresses 
1. Dark brown faille street length skirt with jacket, 

matching blouse in rayon crepe with low neck, skirt 
flared, $10.98. 

2. Medium greenish blue rayon crepe, full three-quarter 
sleeves gathered on cuff, impressed p3eats, wide 
leather belt, #8.98. 

3. Medium brown rayon crepe, many unpressed pleats set 
on yoke below waist, surplice front waist with 
softness from shoulders, diagonally buttoned, narrow 
gold belt, short sleeves, #8.98. 

4.Black rayon crepe, aqua set in diagonally on right 
shoulder, longer cap sleeves, two tiered flared 
peplum, sequin decoration, #10.98. 

191. School dresses: 
1. Maroon corduroy, few gathers in skirt front, button 

to waist, three-quarter sleeves cuffed. $8.98 
2. Brown and white shepherd check, button down front, 

three-quarter sleeves, velveteen collar and cuffs, 
#5.98. 

3. Coral rayon gabardine, straight three-quarter 
sleeves, round neck, bound pockets on b3iOuse, in
verted pleat at center front of skirt with soft 
unpressed pleats on side fronts, #7.98. ' 

4. Black and white plaid, button dô -m front, unpressed 
pleats on side fronts, three-quarter sleeves, white 
collar and cuffs, 25% new wool, 20^ reused wool, 
55% rayon, #7.98. 

192. Skirts: 
1. Tan, 100% wool flannel, iinstitched inverted pleat in 

center front, slant side pockets, belt loops, #3.98. 
2. Black rayon crepe, sunburst pleated, ̂ >3.98 
3. Tan, 100% wool flannel, 8 ̂ ores, slightly flared, 

#4.89. 
4. Beige gold, 100% wool, full circle, cumberbund, 

.98. 

193. Blouses: 
1. White rayon crepe, short sleeves, embroidered pocket 

and Peter Pan collar, $2.98. 
2. Blue, white, red print, cap sleeves, high round neck 

cotton sheer, #1.98. 
3. White rayon crepe, softness at shoulder, long sleeves 

with cuff, tie at neck, #3.98. 
4. Green rayon jersey, light shade, three-quarter 

sleeve tight just belov/ elbow, softness from yoke at 
shoulder, over-blouse, S};2.98. 
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194« ' SJCtriirt i::": 
I\ 3M^ f&ille circular skirt , plaid rayon Gibson a i r l 

bli&ti«ewitai white col lar, |10 .98 . 
2 . Oteen brown ecad white plaid short coat, flared, fu l l 

s^leeves, •14.98. 
3 . Qnte plii^ nylon hose. 
4 . Cotton pajamas with short coat, #4«10 

195• R6bes, similar in l ine : 
1. Qtillted rayon satin, long sleeves, f loral on white 

print, #12.98. 
2. White cotton chenil le , three-q^aartfer slfteves on cuff 

*5*98. . . 
3 . Black and white printed seersucker, short sleeveaoji 

#5.98. 
4 . Pure wool flannel, deep rose red, white piping, long 

sleeves, #10.98. 

196. Bxtras: ̂ ^ 
1. Blue and rose quilted satin house shoes. #2.98. 
2; White fur fabric slides, elastic back, #2.89. 
3. White fabric, black, red, beige geometric design, 

slides, #2.95. 
4. Pantie girdle, #1.98. 

197. Extras: 
1; Cotton broadcloth pajamas, #2.59. 
2. Rayon bed jacket, #2.98. 
3. Rayon pajamas, #5.49. • 
4. Cotton gabardine sport jacket, white, #8.95. 

198. Lingerie: ^ ' 
1. White cotton slip, eyelet trim. #2.98. 
2. Tearose rayon, tailored slip, #2.98. 
3. Black rayon tailored slip, $2.98. 
4. Tearose rayon brassieres, 2 for #1.50 

199. Extras: 
1. Watermelon pink sweater, 100% wool, long sleeves, 

#2.98. 
2. Anklets, 1 pair white, 3 pair brovm, #1.29. 
3. Anklets, 1 pair each of red, white, black, #1.29. 
4. Rayon crepe evening gown, orchid, straps over 

shoulder, #10.98. 

200. Hats: ,, ^ 
1. Brown felt, high crown, feather and veil, $2.98. 
2. Beige velour beret, black band and streamers, #1.98. 
3. Black felt roller, grosgrain band, feathers, #1.98. 
4. Brown felt, off-the-face roller type, satin band 

and bow. 
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201. Gloves and obiat: 
1. White doeskih gloves, medium length, embroidered 
' dots in gruu^s of thl'ee, #3.69. 

2. Black kid gloves, medium length, plain, #2.98. 
3i Brown suede gloves, medium length, plain, #2.98. 
4. White fur fabric mouton ehoirt coat, embroidered 

sleeves, no buttons, #22.98. 

202. School shoes: 
1. Black, low heel, sling back, seam "up center of toe, 
.\.aadd;.e-stj.tche4, welt spie,. #4.89., 
2; Brb̂ m Idaf^a?, tjtickle t̂ îm on s ide, '#6.89. 
3. Brown and iwhite/saddle oxfo #4»#* 
4 . Brown, medium low heel, seam up center of"to6, strap 

and simulated buckle on side for trim, #4.49. 

203* Dress Shoes: 
1; Browh, medium heel, suit pump, i5»B5. 
2; LizaJrd calf, |);rQwn sJLing baipk, suit pump, #9»95» " 
3i Brown, high heeT pum!p; tailored bow on toe, #5.85. 
4. Black, sling back, open toe, high heel, platform. 

A,:-' 
204. Bags: * "̂  '̂ : 

1; Brown broadcloth pouch bag, arm strap, #3.54. 
2. Brown calf, envelope, shoulder strap, #5*94. 
3. Black suede, soft pouch, #5.94. 
4. Brown imitation alligator, tailored, small arm 

straps, #5.94. 

205. Scarves: 
1. Rayon challis, beige, blue-green and rust, paisley 

design, #0.98. 
2. Rayon challis, beige, blue-green and rust, tropical 

flower design, #0.98. 
3. Rayon 'Challis, beige, blue-green and rust, rose 

design, #0.98. 
4. White, 100% wool, fringed, #1.98. 

j ^ x : 

186. 3 

187. 3 

188. 2 

109. 5 

190. 1 

191 . 3 

192. 3 

193. 5 

194. 4 

195. 5 

196. 4 

197. 5 

198. 4 

199. 3 

200. 4 

201. 5 

202. 2 

203. 1 

204. 5 

205.1 



CHART VIII 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

FOR 

TJNIT IN WARDROBE PLAMING, CLOTHING 152 

After considering the results of BIrs* Klnchen*s 
pretest. Chart VTI, and consulting students further, 
specific objectives for the wardrobe unit were set up for 
teacher goals as followst 

To develop the ability tor 

1. Plan a wardrobe coordinated in color, texture, line, 
size and quality* 

2. Choose the proper dress for certain functions, as school, 
church, street, dates. Informal dances, fozvial dances, 
teas, receptions and picnics. 

3. Select the correct accessories to go with garments 
chosen for specific accaslons. 

To develop an interest in? 

1. Coordinating her own wardrobe by planning ahead and 
selecting carefully. 

2. Knowing idiat to wear in order to be appropriately 
dressed. 

3. Giving proper care to prolong not only the life of a 
garment but its good looks as well. 

4. Discovering and applying principles in planning the 
whole wardrobe rather than Just each ensemble. 

To develop an understanding of: 

1. A balanced distribution of the family clothing budget 
among the members of the family. 
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2. The basic color idea, and the principles of art govern

ing color* 

3. The linportance of "planning" the entire wardrobe, not 
for each season alone, but for the whole year so that 
there are not times i^en there are conspicuous breaks, 
and she hasn't a "thing to wear"* 

4. The wisdom of quality versus quanlty. 

5. What "well-dressed" means and Its Influence on one*3 
personality, well-being, and success in relation with 
other people. 

To develop the habits oft 

1. Usually wearing clothes that show careful planning. 

2* Trying to apply basic color principles In selecting her 
own clothing. 

3. When she buys a new garment, deciding whether it is 
appropriate for several occasions and possible of 
coordination. 

4. Analyzing critically fashion trends and fads and con
sidering her own needs, figure, and personality before 
accepting "the latest thing"* 



CHART IX 

ESSAY TYPE PRETEST ON WARDROBE UNIT 

Prom the 20 groups of illustrations which were 

mounted on construction paper, the students were to select 

one item in building a wardrobe for an average college 

girl. 

After making their selections, the students wrote 

three reasions for each selection. They then gave reasons 

for rejecting the other possible choices. 

The illustrations are reproduced here as line 

drawings with a brief description concerning color and 

texture of each garment or item. Color was not to be 

considered in choosing items that were illustrated in 

black and white. 



2. Dark dull green 3. medium bmpwn 

1. Medium brown, beige and red 
soft plaid 
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All blouses white 
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1. White, brown and 
medium greyed blue 
green plaid 
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2. Light brown 

3. Beige and brown medium check 
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1. Hediiim blue-green, 
s l i g h t l y greyed 

3 . Right, blue-blue-green, 
black and white plaid 

2. Gold 
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2. |»eft above, red with 

m^ite figures 

1. Sight, yellow pull-over 
with dark green coat 
sweater. 

Black, turtle-neck 
sweater 

\jk,.. 
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1. Blue-green, 
brown and 
white plaid, 
brown bands 

2. Tan 

3. Left, brown 

ik.< 
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1, Brown crepe 2. Black crepe 

3. Left, Medium-green 
slightly greyed 
crepe 

\im^ 
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#7 

1. Checked 
applique 

2. Contrasting 
decbratinn 

3. 
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9S 

1. Rlckrack 
decoration 

3. White blouse, dark skirt 
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-10-

1. Stripes of 
white on medium 
value 

Chambrays 

2. Very bold, 
wide stripe 
dark 

3. Dark with inset of 
stripes in three values 
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1. Brown 2. Brown 

3, Brown with white toe 
and tongue 
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1. Above, light brown 

2. Right, navy blue 

3. Below, brown 
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1. White with red 
heel and toe 

2. Brown 

3. White with brown toe, heel and wedge 

M. 
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-14-

! • Red f e l t with naî y 
bead and ve i l 

/ 

2. Dulled green with 
yellow and brown feathers 

3. Grey felt with navy band 
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Bags not Illustrated in 
color 

2. right 
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Hats not shown 
in color 

1. Left, medium' 
smooth straw, 
darker ribbon 

2. Right, light 
rough straw, 
conti?asting veiling 

L%' 
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1. Black with white 
thumb and forefinger, 
white stitching 

2. Brown 

3. White 

i 
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1. Black fabric, 
embroidered design 
in yellow, red, blue 
a3|d green 

2. Quilted fabric, not 
illustrated in color 

.*••', V 

3. Red felt 
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1, Green and white, 
candy stripe, 
printed chintz 

2. Pink floral 
printed chintz 
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1. Black crepe, 
pink pansies, 
net flounce 

-ao-

3. Brown crepe with 
net and lace top 
turquoise sash 

2. Left, white 
organdie, lace 



CHART X 

I>opa]*tment of Clothing and Textiles May, 1948 
Texas Technological College Clothing 132 
Lubbock, Texas 

FORM A 

Select the best answer or answers to the question 
and record your selection on the answer sheet provided. 

1. Joan*s family lives In a college town. Her father 
earns 1^000 annually as a night watchman. She is the 
only child. Approximately how much can the family 
allow annually for clothing? 

1. $100 2* #200 3. #250 4. #300 5. |425 

2* Joan's fair share of the family clothing budget would 
be about: 

1. |35 2. #60 3. |85 4.fl20 5. #135 

In order that Joan may even attend college her wardrobe 
budget will need to be carefully planned. She has 
these garments in her fall and winter wardrobe along 
with school shoes, several blouses, and a set of good 
black accessoriest 

New navy and white plaid skirt, SD ftly pleated, 
made at home* 

Grey wool coat, loosely fitted, semi-tailored, 
good condition. 

Grey and aqua hound's tooth jacket and aqua skirt# 

Grey flannel skirt and a long black crepe skirt. 

Coral sharkskin spectator sport dress* 

Joan feels that she needs a new suit and has allowed 
for one in her budget* She chose a dressmaker suit 
of medium blue-green in light weight wool crepe. 
She is making a single afternoon black dress and an 
aqua rayon gaberdine shirtwaist dress* 

3* What principles were Involved in Joan's assembling a 
good wardrobe? 

1. Her basic clothes match in color* 
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2* Her wardrobe would be hullt around the basic 
seven* 

3. She can pay more for accessories because her 
basic dress is costing less* 

4* She will have some articles and one set of 
accessories in a neutral shade, some in related 
colors, and a few bright accents. 

5* Her wardrobe will have a number of things in 
bright colors, some in neutral shades, and a 
few soft tones for accents* 

Of the ensembles listed below, select the ones that 
best answer the folloidng questions: 

4. Which ensemble would be especially becoming to a per
son with light, bright red hair, creamy skin, and 
large brown eyes? 

5* Which ensemble would best attract attention to the 
face? 

6* Which ensemble seems to be the most lacking In har
mony of texture and color? 

7. Which garment would most likely tend to Increase 
the apparent size of a large person? 

1* Red faille basque waist, cap sleeves, full 
skirt accented with graduated horizontal tucks, 
red felt pill box hat, black shoes, bag, and 
gloves * 

2* Havy blue soft wool dressmaker suit, char
treuse crepe blouse, navy felt off-the-face hat 
trimmed with chartreuse taffeta bow, navy kid 
bag, shoes, and gloves. 

3. Orchid chambray dress, round neck and cap 
sleeves, full skirt with white eyelet petticoat 
ruffles, white sandals, white straw sailor, 
white string gloves, white plastic bag* 

4* Light brown (medltim shade) gabardine suit, 
creamy white crepe blouse, light brown sailor 
with band and streamers of cream crisp sheer, 
Palamlno fine calf shoes, bag, and fabric gloves 
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in same hue. 

5* Lavender tweed tailored suit, pink chiffon 
blouse, rough straw calot in lavender, beige 
pigskin gloves, navy walking shoes, and navy 
envelope bag* 

Sandra has chosen a navy blue dressmaker suit of 
charmeen gabardine, with soft, yet tailored lines. 
At the stiggestlon of her class she has bought red 
calf pxmips with mediina heels and a red calf shoulder-
strap bag to wear in the spring. 

8* Which hat would be the best choice if she buys but one 
in the spring? 

1. Red leghorn cartwheel trimmed with field flowers 
2. Perky yellow felt breton with yellow grosgrain 
band and streamers 
3. White felt cloche with simple loops made from 
self strips 
4. Navy mllan off-the-face hat with one lovely 
red rose on it 

9. Which gloves would be the best choice considering 
the other accessories and the suit? 

1. White fabric shorties with narrow turn-back 
cuff 
2. Pull-on navy kid with Inside seams 
3* Yellow suede shorties with grosgrain cuffs 
4* Red suede-cloth, medium long with cuff pulled 
down in center to form drapery 
5. White string shorties 

10. Which Is the best reason or reasons for these choices? 

1. To avoid monotony in color, the accent color 
should be repeated three or four times. 
2* All of the accessories should be of similar 
texture and lines. 
3* To prevent monotony, have some accessories 
fine in texture and some very sturdy* 
4. They would conqplete her ensemble with Just 
the right touch, the very combination shown in 
the fashion magazines. 
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5* Soft lines and fine textures suggest gala 
occasions and require similar lines and textures 
for accessories* 

Jean has a handsome wide black tooled steerhlde belt 
with silver buckles. She wears it with several ensem
bles* 

11. Which is the best combination? 

1. Black and blue small floral print Jersey shirt
waist dress 
2. Light yellow handkerchief linen petticoat dress 
3. Black crepe dress, short sleeves, low neck, 
and flared skirt 
4* Light grey marquisette blouse with long full 
sleeves, dark grey flared skirt of wool crepe 
5. Kelly green spectator sport dress of heavy 
Butcher rayon 

12. What is the reason (or reasons) for your choice? 

1. The colors are harmonious in hue and value. ̂  
2. Wide belts are always good for school or 
occasional wear. 
3. Heavy, sturdy textures of garments require 
similar textures in accessories. 
4. Lines and ideas of belts should be in harmony 
with the dress they are to complement. 
5. The floral designs on tooled belts make them 
suitable to wear on fine or dressy fabrics. 

Ann has sandy hair, warm coloring, and a tendency to 
freckles. 

13. Which dress would be most becoming? 

1. Brown gingham 
2. Bright clear aqua 
3. Soft green polka dot shantung 
4. Cedar (greyed rust) linen 
5. Beige gabardine 

14. What is the reason (or reasons) for your choice? 

1. A person inclined to lack color and to have 
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retiring manner is enhanced by large amounts of 
bright color. 
2. Enphasls Is created by a repetition of shapes 
and color* 
3* Solid colors are good backgrounds for one's 
personality, irtiereas prints conQ)ete with other 
small spots in the ccn^lete ensemble. 
4* Colors of about the same hue and value of hep 
eomplezion blend very nicely. 
5. A soft related color darker than one's coloring 
will give variety without emphasizing skin tones* 

15* For a shopping trip to a nearby city, which would be 
the most suitable ensemble? 

1. White spectator sports dress, brown and n^lte 
spectator pumps with French heels, brown shoulder 
strap bag. 
2* White peasant blouse, dark green flared skirt 
made with tiers of ruffles, huaraehes. 
3. Pink chambray dress with camisole top and brief 
bolero, iriilte low wedge heel sandals, white bead 
bag* 
4* Grey chambray shirtwaist dress with short 
sleeves, green scarf at neck, white shortle string 
gloves, green plastic bag, black medium heel pumps, 
panama bowler* 
5. Navy faille dress, low neck, brief sleeves 
trimmed with navy sequins, red straw cloche, navy 
high heeled sandals, pouch bag, and navy fabric 
gloves• 

16. Select the reason(or reasons) for your choice. 

1. Only d€LPk clothes should be worn for shopping, 
especially in a city* 
2* Tailored ensembles with neat sport accessories 
are suitable for town. 
3* Shopping attire should be practical and com
fortable. 
4. Conservative colors show the necessary reserve 
demanded in public places. 
5. It is all right for children and people in 
resprts and country towns to go without hats and 
gloves. 
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Jane Is invited to the Home Economics Club Informal 
reception held in the Home Management House at eight 
o'clock on a late spring evening* 

17. Which ensemble is the most suitable? 

1* Pink chambray Gibson girl blouse and black 
flared faille skirt, black straw hat, pink gloves, 
black sandals and peach bag. 
2. Aqua tissue faille two piece dress with red 
pun^s and envelope bag, white shortle gloves, 
white straw pill box hat* 
3* Printed beige and brown Bemberg sheer, brown 
linen bolero with three <|uarter sleeves, brown 
oxfords, brown shoulder bag, chartreuse felt 
roller with ribbon trim, and chartreuse gloves* 
4* Pink evening dresa with bouffant net skirt, 
satin decollete bodice with brief puff sleeves, 
silver sandals, and small silver kid bag. 
5. New powder blue cap sleeve angora sweater and 
matching ballerina skirt and small navy bag* 

18* Select the best reason (or reasons) for your choice: 

1. Receptions always require formal attire (long 
skirts), hat, gloves, and dressy fabrics like 
silks, sheers and satins. 
2* One has more self-confidence if she wears 
something new. It is like putting her "best 
foot forward"* 
3* It is a satisfactory color combination, and 
the accessories are more expensive looking. 
4* Tailored ensembles with neat sport accessories 
are suitable for any occasion. 
5. Occasions such as teas, church, and receptions 
require accessories that are less sporty than for 
street, campus, and travel* 

• « « « « « 

Sue Anne, a light brunette, is preparing to return to 
college after having attended for one year. She bought 
few clothes ndien she entered college because she had 
so many left from her high school wardrobe still in 
good wearable condition. Her annual allowance for 
wardrobe and grooming is #150. She has on hand from 
hlgih school: 

Kelly green skirt with matching sloppy Joe 
sweater 
Yellow wool Jersey blouse with three quarter 
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sleeves and Peter Pan collar 
Two idilte cotton blouses with convertible 
collars and short sleeves 
Aqua spectator sports dress of rayon gabardine 
Black spun rayon dirndl skirt 
Black semi-fitted coat, Peter Pan collar of 
fur fabric, bought Junior year in high school 

She bought these in the summer before coming to college: 

Red moccasin loafers 
Two pair blue Jeans 
Black crepe dress with three-qu8a?ter sleeves 
for "date^ and afternoon wear 
Inexpensive black plastic leather bag and black 
high heel black puxnps 

During the spring semester she bought these: 

Green and tan shepherds check suit 
Light cocoa brown flannel skirt 
Beige beret and beige suede-cloth gloves 
British tan walking shoes 

19. Except for a few accessories, her greatest need is 
a coat. Which is the best choice? 

1* New black coat with flared back, rounding yoke 
and Peter Pan collar 
2* Kelly green sport coat, Chesterfield style 
3* Dark brown coat, flared and softly tailored 
4. Plaid sport coat In green, beige and yellow 
5. Red fur cloth swagger length, black patent belt 

20* Which reason (or reasons) best Justifies your selection? 

1. It is slated to be the "latest" for college 
girls, a "must" in an up-to-date wardrobe* 
2* Her wardrobe already contains many colors that 
harmonize with this coat, and the color of the 
coat would carry out a basic color scheme. 
3. She needs a sport coat because her wardrobe 
is mostly tailored or sports wear. 
4* A girl should always have a black dress; so 
she needs a black coat. 
5. She would not need to buy any new accessories 

for it. 

21* Sue chose her basic color by which of these principles? 
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1« 1!il ^fashieii mg^ipines played mp this color as 
tlio'hl*eolor of tha season, and she wants to be 
faahio&ablT dressed* 
8« Tills color is particularly flattering to Suê  
and slit has always wanted a eoaplete enseaible In 
±%. " 
j5* Bar color log blonds wall with this color tdiich 
is haxwoalotis to the other colors la her wardrobe* 
4« naid is ki-fashion and these colors will go 
with anything, naklng it less expensive* 
5* It Is consistent with the Law of Areas* 



CHART XI 

Department of Clothing and Textiles May, 1948 

FORM B 

1. Elsie's father earns |3300 a year as a foreman in a 
factory. Besides her mother and father, she has two 
small brothers, ages 11 and 9. Approximately how 
much should be set aside for the family clothes for 
the year? 

1. #150 2. #200 3. #275 4* #300 5. #425 

2* What would be Elsie's fair share of the family clothing 
budget t 

1. #46 2. #50 3. #85 4. #125 5* #165 

Elsie is planning a professional career after graduation 
from college. After a year in college she feels that 
her clothes left over from high school and worn again 
her freshman year are too adolescent or common place. 
Besides wanting to dress with more of a professional 
air, Elsie wants to be dressed as well as her new found 
friends In the social club uhlch she hopes to Join. 
In discarding much of her wardrobe, Elsie found that 
buying a practically new outfit could be quite expen
sive, but she was able to do this by helping her 
mother make most of her garments. She worked at a 
factory daring the summer earning #240 to help pay fees* 

3. What other principles were Involved in assembling the 
excellent wardrobe that was the result of Elsie's 
efforts? 

1. Her new coat, suit, basic dress, sweater, 
extra skirt, and accessories were all the same 
color. 
2. Her wardrobe is built around the "basic seven". 
3. She paid more for her basic dress than for her 
accessories. 
4. Her new purchases have s^me articles and one 
set of accessories in a neutral shade, some in 
related colors, and a few bright accents. 
5. Her new purchases have a coat and one set of 
accessories in a distinctive bright color, sane 
in neutral shades, and a few soft tones for 
accents. 
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Of the five ensembles listed below select one that 
best answers each of the following questions. 

4* Which ensemble would be becoming to a cool-toned 
blonde with blue-grey eyes? 

5* Which ensemble would be the least becoming to a tall 
slender person? 

6* Which ensemble would attract attention to a small 
waist? 

7* Which ensemble has the least pleasing relationship of 
color? 

1* Dark grey and white chambray with 1/2" stripes, 
button down the front shirt waist, red ptanps with 
French heels, red off-the-face straw hat, white 
string shorties and small white plastic bag* 
2* Orchid blouse with cap sleeves, henna wool 
skirt, white low heel wedge sandals. 
3* White rayon linen, basque bodice, short puffed 
sleeves, gathered flared skirt. Jade green cumber-
bund. 
4. Soft dark aqua dressmaker suit, matching off-
the-face hat, soft rose blouse and gloves, black 
shoes and bag. 
5. Bright coral shirtwaist dress, narrow self 
belt, slender skirt, long full sleeves, black 
accessories. 

Beth has chosen a navy blue dressmaker suit, with soft 
yet tailored lines. Her mother got her high heeled 
navy kid pumps with kid bow, navy semi-pouch bag which 
she plans to wear for afternoon parties and teas. 
She has also a white felt hat with self trim and some 
plain white fabric gloves* 

8. For second hat for spring, her best choice isould be: 

1. Red leghorn cartwheel trimmed with field 
flowers. , ,, « 
2* Perky yellow felt breton with yellow grosgrain 
band* * -u ^ 
3* White panama with navy grosgrain bend. 
4. Navy mllan off-the-face hat with a red rose 
on it. 
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9* With this hat in (8) which gloves would be the best 
choice? 

1* Beige kid pull-on gloves. 
2. Navy kid pull-on gloves. 
3* Yellow doeskin shorties* 
4* Red suede gloves medium length with cuff pulled 
down to form drapery* 
5* White string shorties* 

10* What reasons would Justify choices in (8) and (9)? 

1. They give Just the touch shown in late fashion 
magazines* 
2* Soft lines and fine textures suggest gala 
occasions and require similar lines and textures 
in accessories. 
3. To prevent monotony, have some accessories 
fine in texture and some sturdy. 
4. To secure Interest, the accent color should 
be repeated three or four times. 
5. All the accessories should be of similar tex
ture and line* 

Katherlne has a grey and blue glen check wool cardi
gan suit for school* 

11* Which of the following blouses would be the most 
satisfactory choice? 

1* Grey eyelet plcgue with square neck and cap 
sleeves, slip-over style* 
2* Blue broadcloth blouse with convertible collar 
and short sleelres, smoke pearl buttons. 
3* Grey marquisette with pin-tucked yoke in front 
and Peter Pan collar. 
4* Chartreuse wool Jersey blouse with turtle neck, 
button down the back with covered buttons, long 
tight sleeves. 
5. Blue, pink, grey, yellow all over printed 
crepe. 

12. Select the best reason (or reasons) for your choice* 

1. This fabric would be cooler under the wool 
suit and the color goes well with it* 
2* The texture and color are harmonious with the 
suit. 
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3* The neck treatment produces a pleasing transi
tional line. 
4* The color would accent the check and the buttons 
would not detract from the Jacket closing. 
5* The sleeves would make the blouse wanner and 
more versatile. 

Edna has sandy hair and eyebrows, cool coloring and 
a tendency to fteckle. 

13* Which of the these dresses would be most becoming? 

1. Yellow raw silk 
2. Green and white check gingham 
3. Teal blue (greyed blue-green) crepe 
4. Tan linen 
5. Coral polka dots on grey broadcloth 

14. Which reason (or reasons) are valid? 

1. A person inclined to lack color and to have 
retiring manner is enhanced by large amounts of 
bright color. 
2* Emphasis is created by a repetition of shapes 
and color. 
3. Solid colors are good background for one's 
personality, whereas prints compete with other 
small spots in the complete ensemble. 
4. Colors of about the same hue and value of her 
complexion blend very nicely. 
5. A soft related color darker than one's coloring 
will accent one's personality without eii5)haslzlng 
skin tones. 

15* Which of the following spring ensembles w)uld be the 
most appropriate for Sunday morning church service? 

1. Red dressmaker suit, white blouse, panama hat, 
red suit pumps. 
2. Navy blue dressmaker suit, navy mllan off-the-
face hat with bouquet of pastel flowers, navy 
pull-on kid gloves, high heel kid pmnps and pouch 
bag. 
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3. Light blue balloon cloth dress with camisole 
top and white eyelet petticoat ruffle, irtiite 
linen bolero, white string shorties. 
4* Black crepe dress, single lines, low oval 
neck, brief sleeves, small black hat with 
black secpilns and veil, high heel black patent 
sandals, black patent purse, white kid gloves. 
5* New ballerina skirt of soft yellow butcher's 
linen, pale yellow green nylon sweater, yellow 
wedge sandals, yellow green half hat of rough 
straw. ^ ^ 

16. Select the reason (or reasonsy for the above choice. 

1. Only black or navy clothes should be worn to 
church* 
2* Conservative color shows the necessary re
serve demanded in public places. 
3. Occasions such as teas, receptions, and church 
require accessories that are less sporty than 
for street or campus* 
4* It is all right for children and young people 
to go without hats and gloves in small towns. 
5. It is acceptable to wear very dressy ensembles 
to church. 

* * * * * * 

17* Ella is invited to attend a formal reception at the 
home of the college president at eight o'clock on 
an early fall evening. Which ensemble would be 
her best choice? 

1. Black shepherds check skirt with black 
cardigan Jacket of soft wool, white crepe blouse 
with round neck and hand wrought silver chain 
necklace, black felt breton with kelly green 
grosgrain trim, green suede cloth gloves, black 
envelope bag, black cuban-heel pumps. 
2. Black tailored gabardine shirtwaist dress, 
silver concho belt and matching earrings, char
treuse beret and shortle suede gloves, black 
pumps and envelope bag of black calf* 
3. New brown and rust plaid light weight wool 
dress, brown Jacket of light weight wool crepe, 
rust felt calot with self pompom and pecan 
pigskin pull-on gloves, brown calf pumps and 
bag with armstrap. 
4* Dark aqua rayon Jersey dinner dress, simply 
cut with matching brocaded satin Jacket, gold 
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sandals and gold mesh bag, flame chiffon handker
chief* 
5* Black sheer wool dress, high round neck with 
silvery grey pearl necklace, long dolman sleeves 
tapering to wrist, pencil slim street length 
skirt, grey pill box hat and grey gloves, high 
heel black suede pumps and pouch bag* 

18* Select the best reason or reasons for your choices? 

1* Receptions always require formal attire 
(long skirts), hat, gloves, and dressy fabrics 
like silks, sheers and satins* 
2. One has more self confidence if she wears 
something new—her "best bib and tucker", 
because it is more expensive looking* 
3* It is a satisfactory color combination, and 
the accessories are properly balanced as to 
t exture• 
4. Tailored ensembles with neat sport accessories 
are stilt able for any occasion. 
5* Occasions such as teas, church, and recep
tions require accessories that are less sporty 
than for street, campus, and travel* 

Elaine, a bright colorful blonde with grey eyes, 
la preparing to return to college. She has an 
annual allowance for clothing and grooming of 
#200. She has taken an Inventory of her wardrobe. 
She has on hand: 

Black and white check sport suit 
Black semi-tailored wool coat 
Soft yellow green skirt and matching sweater 
Soft blue green dressmaker suit with match
ing swing back short coat 
Rose rayon gaberdine spectator sports dress 
Light blue "date" dress 
Black pumps with French heels, black bag, black 
off-the-face hat 
Black suede wedge Baby Doll shoes 
Brown moccasins 
Green slack suit 
Blue Jeans 
Several cotton blouses In white and yellow 
White crepe blouse 
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19* Her greatest need is a "good" afternoon or date dress* 
Which is the best choice? 

1* Wine crepe, full skirt, three quarter sleeves, 
chartreuse band set in diagonally in bodice and 
skirt ending in soft bow* 
2. Black print with small amount of yellow and 
turquoise, long dolman sleeves, round neck. 
3* Blue green tailored wool crepe, long sleeves, 
convertible collar* 
4. Black crepe dress, simple lines, three quarter 
sleeves, round neck, full skirt* 
5. Royal blue wool crepe dress, brief sleeves, 
and oval neck with matching Jacket. 

20* Select the reason (or reasons) for your selection? 

1* A tailored dress can be used for any occasion 
by change of accessories. 
2. It is the very latest style and is being 
worn by all the college girls. 
3* Her wardi»obe already contains many colors 
that harmonize with this dress, and the color 
of the dress carries out a basic color scheme. 
4* She would not need to buy any new accesso
ries for it. 
5. An accent color should be used because she 
has so much black. 

21. Elaine chose her basic color by which of these 
principles? 

1. This color has always been her favorite, 
and she wanted a new dress in it. 
2* It is played up as the hi-color of the season, 
and she likes to be fashionably dressed* 
3* This color is very becoming to her and is 
harmonious to the colors In her wardrobe. 
4. It is consistent with the Law of Areas. 
5. Prints are good stand-bys. 
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